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GcJTnENB”RG. A CtTY of 600,000 0” the 
west coast of Swede”, is known as “L.it- 
de London” because of its architecture 
and its historic trading links with 
England. It is also the homeoFSweden’s 
largest educational institution, the 
University of Ciothenburg. About a year 
ago a very determined menxber OF the 
university’s English department, Britta 
Olmder, began organizing the Gothen- 
burg University Conference on Com- 
monvxakh Language snd Literature, 
which was held last autumn and to 
which several hundred participants, 
including sample writers From each’ 
tommy, were invited. 

As 1 was already in France and them- 

deparuneni OF extertm~affairs d&g- 
“ated me L rqxesentative, and thus, at 
Five o’clock on the morning of 
September 1. I made a dark, romantic 
drive through the valleys of the 
Bmugogne to the train station at Mont- 
bard, and 12 hours later was in a plane 
diving sharply toward Gothenburg air- 
port. As we rattled our way through the 
clouds I caught glimpses of pine trees, 
lakes. outcroppi”gs of rock. 

To prepare myself For the conference 
and to get into the international-writer 
mood I had bought a copy of Fra”$cds 
Mauriac’s memoirs, partly because 
Mauriac had won a Nobel Prize and so 
had a Swedish connection, and partly 
because my ov,” address to the confer- 
ence vas to be about realism in fiction, 
and Mauriac had devoted a chapter to 
the ability OF the realistic novel to sur- 
vive as the main mode of fictional 
-expression despite numerous successfid 
digressions, each of whiti seemed to 
have led more to imitators than to a 
tradition that could be built upon. What 
1 Found in Mauriac’s memoirs. however. 
was not il long, academic d&rtati& 
but an attack on Andrd Gide. Gide, 
another Nobel Prize winner (much to 
Mawiac’s disgust), and a homosexual, 
defied both Church and convention in 
his writing. What particularly disturbed 
Mauri% was not so much Gide’s sin as 
his public enjoyment of it. 

hlauriac’s obsessive ambivalence 
about Gide, whose elegant widng he of 

. , 

course admired, and who had been a 
lifelong Friend as well as enemy, turned 
out to be relevant to the conference. For 
just as Gide shadowed Mauri&s life - 
Mauri% wrote a whole chapter in praise 
of Giie’s saintly and long-suffering 
wife. with whom Gide had a mariage 
blanc - so the shade of V.S. Naipaul 
hung over Gothenburg, dominating con- 

at every other i”F&nal g&ring. . 
OF course Naipaul did not attend the 

conferrnw. And none of the writers who 
did come - Anita Des& Salman Rush- 
die, Aritha van Iierk. Randolph Stow, 
Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Wilson Harris, 
Alamgir Hashmi - “or eve” the writers 
who said they would come but didn’t - 
Chinua Achebe, R.K. Narayan - had 

the academic 
world is its own arbiter. The very novels 
that have made Naipaul a “world- 
famous international author.” Guerilla 
and A Bend in the River, have brought 
him down Fmm being the brightest star 
in the Cammonweabh firmament to’ 
being the blackest OF all its sheep. So 
steep and deep has bee” hi descent that 

.specialists who have spent a lifetime 
working on Naipaul now bitterly regret 
wasted decades end consider themselves 
personally betrayed by a writer once 
considered gifted beyond all others. 

Curiously, though, Few are prepared 
to argue that Guerilla and A Bend in the 
River are bad books. All agree that they 
are excellently constructed and beauti- 
Fully writte”. The problem is that they 
are considered racist, despairing of 
humanity, eve” misanthropic. AU of 
these qualities are, OF course, what 
animated Naipmd’s earlier books, but 
there they appeared in more congenial 
settings. And Naipaul himself was more 
congenial. Now that he has become a 
world writer - perhaps, like Gide, 
reveU~“g in what should only be 
modestly confessed - the cloak of 
-Literary Excellence has evolved into the 
coffin of Commercial Disgrace. 

The theme of racism was an important 
one at this conFenxc.e. The very first 
speaker was Ngugi \va Thio”g’o, a 
Kenya” writer curre”Uy living in Lon- 
do”, and he explained that because 
English was, to Kenyans, a” oppressor5 

I 

language he would read first fmm his 
work in the Kenyan dialect, thea have 
his Swedish translator read From the 
Swedish version, which had bee” 
translated Fmm English. 

The next reader was Salman Rushdie, 
last year’s surprise winner of England’s 
Booker Prize. His winning novel, Mid- 
night’s Children, is a Marqua-like Fan- 
tastic@ bifdungsroman about his 
childhood in Indii. Rushdie also lives in 
London and has since he was 14 years 
old. Because B”glish is the hmguage he 
speaks best, he explained, he does not 
!ind it oppressive or colonial to write in 
it. Impressive in his pinstriped suit and 
gleaming, black. patent-leather shws, 
Rushdie looked, in Fact, anythiw but 
oppressed. This reading was. as had 
bee” Ngugi’s, warmly received. 

Canadian literature’s turn to he 
exposed came just before lunch - 
Dorothy Jones. an Australian currently 
living in London who specialize in 
Gothic novels, read her explication of 
Bear as a modern-day Jane Eyre. Her 
paper received an even warmer response 
lhan that guaranteed every utterance. 

Alter lunch Aritha van Herk and the” 
1 made brief speeches in which the point 
was made that Canada’s current 
“dynamic” literary wene sign&d. 
aside fmm a wy energetic lit& corn- 
munity, a” end to a long period of self- 
doubt, and was Founded on a” assue- 
+“ce, both literary and cultural, that had 
not previously existed. These testimonies 
were Followed by three more papers o” 
Canadian literature. Never having 
attended a” academic conference 
before, “or eve” studied English litera- 
ture, 1 was naturally eager to see what 
cultivated minds m&ht make of books I 
had read in a more dilettantish manna. 

The f%st was called “Identity and 
Metamorphosis in Canadian Fiction 
Sioee the 1964s.” Its author, Sylvia 
Sodedind, argued that contemp”mry 
Canedian Fiction can be see” as a symp 
tom of Canada’s continuing quest For its 
own identity. This was demonstrated by 
a critical technique called “semiotics,” 
about whiih I resolved to learn more as 
soon as pwsible. The next paper was UI- 
tided “Alice Munro and the Canadian 
Imagination.” Alice Munro’s writing - 
as well as that of Timothy Findley. 

. 



Matian Engel, and Robertson Davies - 
is “ow beginning to be tmmlated into 
Swdish. The paper on her work was 
intended to serve as an introduction ta 
southwestern Ontario as a literary land- 
seapc. 

Finally Jorn Carlsen. fmm Amhus 
University in Denmark, gave a paper on 
Cam&n Prairie fiction. Like Miss 
Soderlind, he argued that Canadian 
writers were still seeking their identity, 
and added that in the case of Prairie 
writers they were doing this by rein- 
venting the past. Aside from the sym- 
pathetic reading Prof. Carlsen gavs to 
the books of Mzqaret Laure”ce, Rudy 
Wiebe. and Robert Rmetsch, I was 
struck by his observation that while 
Canadian writers are eagerly - and for 
excelleu‘ reasolls - embracing the In- 
dia” historical mythology of the land, 
one wonders what the native peoples, 
especially give” their economic plight 
and legal battles, think of thii literary 
ancestor-sharhm and appropriation of 
thejr past. Is s&h a trenri in~vnitling, he 
wondered. to be seen as useful sympathy 
or as a II& and bii form of exploita- 
tion? 

In Sweden. as in the rest of Europe, 
there is a” almost universal auw~ness of 
the desucrate situation of Canada’s 
native peoples. One joumaIlst told me 
he had long been part of a political com- 
mittee to raise money for South African 
political misouers and Canadian Indian 
~YCS, -a”d several of those attending 
the conference expressed ‘heir surprise 
at both the paucity of writing by Cana- 
dian natives and the fact that no such 
\v?lters v9xe represented at this con- 
ference.. 

On this colonial note. writers and 
academics struck the C&nmo”wealth 
chord bv setthm out for a reception at 
‘he British con&late. There w&e a few 
disuaracina remarks about the irony of a 
Com&&lth conference beI& in- 
&xi to the British consulate like a’ 
bunch of ragged chih$r.n being brought 
for ho‘ chocolate to ‘he manor house, 
but we climbed into the taxis none- 
theless. 

The British coustdate turned out to be 
located in a shopping mall. a few feet 
away from oue of Gothenburg’s many 
McDonald’s restaurants. There, suitably 
lubricated wtiters sidled away from the 
critics - after alI, I had learned from 
Maurlac that v/rIters and critics are 
essentially different because critics begin 
cith work already written whereas 
writers begin with their ow” tangled a”d 
unarticulated emotions - and began 
‘aUd”g to each other of their agents and 
international triumphs. 

Having little in this way to discuss, I 
found myself standing beside a Scots- 
aan who, apparently four sheets to the 

wind, was Listing badly to the port side. 
In one hand he held a glass of scotch, 
with the other he grasped a” invisible 
millng over which he was slowly bend- 
ing, as the deck on which he found 
himself rolled with the storm. 

“1‘ was a cockup, you see, abso- 
lutely . . . .” And without further 
hesitation he laed over, waved a long 
and lugubrious arm iu a vague circle 
about tny shoulders, and, with not a 
glance at the room now seething with 
gossip and intrigue, -launched into the 
hiire tale which had bmug.ht him to 
his present s+t _ _ . . 

LATE ~tii5 NEXT “toming, when I re- 
joined the conference, Wilson Harris 
was delivering a paper on ‘he deliberate 
use of myth and metaphor in hIl ow” 
novels. Walking to the lec‘urr hall I had 
been thInking about Mautiac’s dlstiw 
lion between writers and. critics - 
“ossiblv because much of ‘he late even- 
mg had been occupied by yet another 
critical dissection of Nalpaul -and now 
here was a writer who had outwitted the 
critics. Accordii to himself. H&Is bar 
written his II&& by delib&ately tmns- 
latlng myths and metaphors - some 
known only to himself - into faction. 
This he demonstrated by reading a short 

epigraphs. and architecture in Wilson 
Harris’s novels. 

By the end of the day, overwhelmed 
by the deep critical theories ‘hat were 
beginning to tly, writers began to forget 
agents and international triumphs and 
stagger toward the d&e for a common 
understanding. This, however, is not 
easily done in Swcd~ despite its liberal 
reputatlo”. Swdeuhasverystlic‘driak- 
ing laws. It was, therefore, alI the more 
eagerly that the Mayor’s reception was 
awaited. 

The evmt took tdace in a oalace that 
had been douatcd to ‘he cI‘y by a Ssots- 
ma” whose fmnllv had se&d. evidentlv 
with great succe.&, in Gothenburg at th; 
time of Napoleon. The Mayor also told 
us in great detail of Gotheuburg’s long- 
standing ties to England, a bond exem- 
plitied by the say%g that when it rains I” 
London,. the good folk of Gothe”burg 
Unfurl their umbrellas. This received the 
puzzled reception that one might expect 
from a collection of delegates from 
Commonwealth countties. I was driven 
to musing about my childhood in 
Ottawa, a city 0n.t.0 fondly referred to 
as “Little Athens.” Although a phot+ 
grapha later claimed ‘ro have take” a 
picture of me leaning asleep against the 
mantelpiece. I was in fact at that very 
moment wondering if I might, out of a 
childhood that had seemed tutremark- 
able at the time, be able to pluck a 
2,000-page epic. J& as the man& that 
might have made me Proust was floathm 
to ihe surface, wild applause brought me 
back fmm “Little Athens” to “Little 
London.” 

The talk of “Little London” also 
brought to mind the one deftition of 
Commouwealth literature that had uot 
bee” mentioned at the confereuce: that 
of English Iauguy literature that has 
London as its cultural capital. Although 
most of ‘hose at the confemnee - 
Commonwcd‘h writers a‘ leas‘ partly by 
virtue of writing about their countries of 
origin and being, therefore, a voice for 

excerpt, apparently a simple narrative. 
and then untangling from it a sraggering 
series of allusions, allegories, and other 
esoteric stuff. FolIowing Harris ca”w a 
critic who speclallzed in Harris’s work 
- and who had clearly been i”stmcte.d 
by the author himself - to explain the 

able that, with the exception of the 
Cauadians, of Anita Desal who Lives in 
India, and of a Pakistani miter who 
lives in Switzedaud, all of them live in 
London. 

Writers ca” be in exile for either 
polithxl or perhoual reaso”s. but when a 
group of writers exile themselves to the 
smn.s place, that place must be either 
ex‘raordllrlly beautiful or the culhual ’ 
broker of both Literature and writers’ 
reputations. The fact that Canadian 
writers live in Canada rather than 
E”glsnd did not go unnoticed. As one 
delegate said to me, “You Cauadii 
don’t quite fit into Commonwealth 
literature because you are more 



influenced by New York than by 
LO”dO”.” 

It was at thii “oint that I fioallv 
understood what . had happened tb 
Naipaul: by writing best-sellers sue- 
cessful in the American market his 
politicalsultural base had mysteriously 
been transfemd fmm London to New 
York. For this sin he had been’ cast out 
of the Commonwealth fold. One ~6. 
sontes there will be a final chapter: 
rejected by the fickle and shallow 
American public. Naipaul will come 
limping back to the Commonwealth 
critics who made him in the fust place. 
Whether they will forgive and forget, or 
in fact confirm his lifetime banishment 
as r lesson to others, will be discovered 
at some future conference. 

The tin”1 afternoon had bee” sched- 
uled for B discosslon of Ngogi wa 
Thiong’o’s P&Is @Blood. This time- 
slot was, hovxver. used by the author to 
persuade the participants to send a 
telegram to the president of the Republic 
of Iienya, urging him to free political 
prisoners who were being held without 
trial. 

With this act the Gothenburg Univer- 
sity Congress of Commom+ealth 
Language and Literature drew to a 
close, and a” hour later I was on a train 
to Stockholm. When I opened Maniac 
to find a clue as to what I might expect 
in Stockholm (also known as “Little 
Venice”) I found tbis quote from Paul 
Valery: “\Vriters are eternal candidates 
for greetness and thus am afflicted with 
both delusions of grandeur and delu- 
sions of persecution. Thus each founds 
his ov:” existence on the non-existence 
of others: - ~,*lT COHEN 

those who had fought in or lived much closer than the relationships I’m 
through the Second World War. Most familiar with at home. The professors - 
disturbing of all was my vision of Ger- all too young to ‘fit the rigid Herr- 
many as a silent, unpty land without Doctor-Professor category - had a real 
trees or people. and ongoing concern for the career 

My public self knew that vlslo” was aspirations and economic situations of 
irrational, and the reality of a bustling, their students. They were not ,only 
orosoerous coontrv confirmed it the _~~~_~~~~~ 
minute I stepped oI? the plane. The next 

generous with their emotional support, 
but often helped the students in more 

two and a half weeks proved to be full of tangible ways. 
surprises. Although I had been hivited From Bremen I went to Hamburg. 
bv the Kiel onatdzas. I soon discovered 
tht all the u&e&& that offer Cana- 

where. as in the other “nive.@ties I 
visited, Canadian literature is taoght in 

dian studies we in close touch with the the English seminar along with the litera- 
Canadian Embassy in Bonn. Since his tures of the Commonwealth sod the 
posting three years ago, our cultural U.S. Although the books they study are 
representative, Josef Jurkovic, has read usually the ones published after 1970, 
Canadian books voraciously, and the students showed a suong interest in 
energetically supports all projects that the Life of our native peoples. Their 
publicize matters Canadian. Through other concems seenl to range pntt)’ 
some mysterious alchemy, the more widely, juddng by the contents of their 
West &mans know about our adlure, literary journal, So 1t Go&, which wn- 
the better it is for trade and commerce. rained a review of their production of As 

My program in Germany included lee You Like II,. an exhortatory article 
Lures and readings at four universities about the peace movement, a humorous 
besides Kiel: Brwnen, Hamburg, Mainz, critique of Da//as, and a history of 
and Augsburg. Fmm Bonn, the city of feminist Literary criticism and a plea for 
Beethoven’s house and Karl Marx’s courses in women’s studies. But I must 
“niwrslty. I weat to Bremen, the city of admit that American literature is much 
the Brothers Grimm. My host sent one more popular in the Bnglish seminars 
of his graduate students to show me than any of the Conunonwealtb litera- 
around. Gabriele speaks excellent tures. A European student has to have a 
English, and supports herself by pioneer spirit to wtt”re into Canadian 
teachll it as a second language at night studies. 
school. We had a wonderful time After a reading in Augsburg I met 
wandering through the old working- several graduate students who were 
class district that had bee” rebuilt by a writing dissertations on Canadian 
German philanthropist after the war. topics.. One of the students. who had 
Later, in the Indian shops and Italian spent a year at Dalhousie., raised the 
restaurants of the district, we tried on question of anti-Semitism: had I ever 
dresses and ate spumoni ice cream and experknced it in Canada? I had, and I 
Kdsekuctm - cheese cake. recalled some ugly incidents and 

Gabriele showed me how to eat well publications of the 1930s: the resorts 
on the street. We bought siuly brat- and clubs where Jews and blacks were 
wurst on mini kaiser rolls at a kiosk, not admitted. the sororities and frater- 
fresh matjes herring from the glassless nities at the University of Toronto that 
window of a fish-chain called Nordsee, barred Jnvish students, and a Dean of 
and drank coffee for 35 cents l” another Women who, in my day, never missed 
chain called Tchibo. It was in one of an opportunity to make such remarks as 
these stand-“o coffee shoos that we fell 

wz ALL rtvtin two worlds, the public into conversition with rime natives of 
“I’m surprised to see a girl of your race 
wearing a plaid skirt,” and “Oh, I 

and the private. When we leave- home Bremen. Gabriele promptly invited them didn’t know your people ate mutton” - 
both worlds travel ivith “I, and often to come to my lecture the following comments and experiences I have done 
they move in different dimctions. evening. To our surprise they cane, and my best to forget, but which still return 

So it wu with me. When I was invited shattered all my stereotyped notions to haunt me. Afterward I wondered 
to read my poetry at a” international about tbe Gernun national character by whether the student had intended to re- 
conference on Commonwealth Liter- bringing two hoge bouquets of pink and mind me that anti-Semitism was not 
ato% in Kiel. my public self was glad to red roses, surely mori suitable for opera confined to Germany before the Second 
accept. My private self, however, had stars than poets. World War. 
mixed feelings. Germany was the land of The time I spmt with Gabrlele, her The feeliw of being free to talk to 
the Holocaust, where six million Jews professor, and various students in other people out of my private as well as my 
and another million Greeks. Poles, Gyp- cities impressed me with hvo features: public self was reinforced at the Kiel 
sies, and disxnting Germans had been first, the pmficiency with which these cotiference. By now I’m a” old hand at 
killed. I wasn’t sore I would fed either students have mastered Bnglish, and academic conferences. familiar with the 
safe or comfortable. I wondered what I second, the quality of the relationship mee&gs where people drop in and 
would say or do if the Jewish question between student and teacher. The can- wander out, and the receptions where 
came up, and what my attitude would be nectio” between them is almost fantiiial your colleagues give you a nervous, 
to Gemtans of my own generation - (though not necessarily less formal), fleeting smile, all the while looking past 
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and beyond you for someone who might 
prove to bc P more useful contact. Bur 
this conference was different. The Inter- 
notional Conference on Commomvcakh 
Liwraturd mkes place every Two years in 
a differenr German city; this time it was 
at a country inn a1 Dersau, a resort 
village 20 miles norrh of J&l. There were 
about 80 parlicipnts from West Ger- 
man univcrsilies in Cologne;Dusseldorf, 
Hamburg. Tubingen, Erlangen. 
Munner, Fmnkfun. Trier, Msnnheim. 
Berlin, Freiburg. and Bremen, one from 
Cambridge, fwo from Denmark. the 
Maori popr Hone Tuwhare from New 
Zcak.nd, the poet Rodney Hall from 
Aunrai;% Laurence Ricou from the 
lJdve;hy of British Columbia, and’ 

‘0. 
All the papers had a strong historical 

cmDhasir and lively personal intuprcta- 
don. Nobody used academese (maybe 
tbcir English wasn’L good enough), and 
nobody talked about myth. When J say 
“historical,” I don? mean in the 
chronological sense - we have plenty of 
th& here - but historically orienred, as 
though all these scholars assumed that 
lireraturegrows out of, end builds upon. 
D conrinuing tradition within a changing 
social contexl. 

Another difference: everyone came to 
dl the meetings and stayed m listen to 
the papcrs. It was possible to establish a 
scnsc of community in three or four 
days. Ewryone ate together, went for 
wlks together. and drank together in 
the evenings. The friendly spirit of the 
confcrcnce undoubtedly owed a lot Lo 
Dr. IConmd Cirosr, chairman of the 

English seminar at Klcl, and Lo his 
rludenis rhose presence added a note of 
yomhfid informality. Many of them 
v:erz too poor to eat at the conference 
inn, bur thai did nor prevent them from 
driving in and out of Dersau every day. 

So much for the public side. On the 
personal side my impressions were a 

_--_~~___,ll_-._ ____ ___ 

liwlc different. Except when I was with 
students and teachers, all of whom 
spoke English, I sensed sadness and 
anxiety everywJ~erc. People in trains and 
on platforms, or walking through 
cmwdcd city malls, even in the open-air 
food ma&u - everyone seemed to be 
subdued and isolated. 1 heard frequent 
mumiurs about unemployment and 
discussions about the gaslarbeikr (the 
workers fmm Turkey and Greece who 
now arc being forcibly repatriated). 

war, Ihe fear of ; n&ear strike. 
anti-war posters, and mass peace 
demonstrations such as I have never 
wi~ncsscd in Canada. II made me feel 
that we arc all politically asleep in 
Canada, and perhaps in aU of North’ 
America. 

Some students talked about the rise of 
the Nazi party; others told me Lhsl they 
could noiget their parents Lo talk about 
the war or the years of the Nazi regime. 
One young student wept as he told me 
about his grandfather, a dockworker. 
who had been killed by lhe Nazis. Still 
anather referred to my poems and spoke 
of his goill about the dead, wondering 
how he could continue to live with or 
overcome it. And indeed it was hard not 
to nbrice and feel the absence of Jews in 
Germany. There is something missing in 
the atmosphere. and what exists is a kind 
of bland homogeneousness thal I found 
disturbing. 

Finally, a personal anecdote. It’s a bit 
crazy, a bit childish, and a bir myslical, 
bur it really happened. J was walking 
along a country road outside Dersau 
when I came to some oat fields moving 
like a sea under the wind. Millions of 
oats were rhythmically advancing and 
relreadng, weaving back and forth in a 
vast and stately choral dance. J could 
not believe that the hatred and crimes of 
Nazidom had acmally taken place here, 
in Lhii country, amidst fields like these. 
It seemed impossible that the earth had 
reaJly witnessed it. Without thinking, I 
found myself aslrmg that moving oat 
sea, had it really happened here, in thii 
place, among fields like these? 

At that very bsstant, 1 swear, the wind 
held its breath, and the oat fields lay 
silent, bowed and motionlus, as if in 
shame and sorrow. Then, immediately 
after that pause, a hiatus in time, the 
wind picked up, and the oats lifted their 
heads and Look up their dance once 
more. 

I could nol help responding to that 
field of oats. just as I could not hdD 
responding t6 the young people who h&l 
told me about themselves, and in whom 
I had sensed Ihe desire to live a more 
examined life than Lhat of their elders. 
My meeting with them left me with a 
feeling that transcends the past without 
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either obliterating or denfing it. And it don’t quite have the power to shape it, 
also clears the way for a future that we we at least have the rupottslbllity to tty. 
still have the power to shape. And if we - MnttAM WADDtNamN 
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Just call me Bob: any man who introduces 
hiielf as ‘Mr.’ is no gentleman, and has no right 

to be addressed as one 

‘Ey BOB BLACKBURN 

ntew ~JRIX ~~~~ordescribe tbe depth 
of the depression into which 1 was 
plunged last month by the receipt of a 
letter from A.A. Cameron, tbe chief 
libratiatt of the Georgina Publll Library 
in Kewick, Ont., who wrote: “I was 
appalled to learn that you wnsult 
Webster’s dictlonaty, and even confess 
it . . . . Webster’s is the catechism of 
Babel and should be found in the office 
only if your desk hs a short leg.” 

My chagrin arises from the realization 

not make assumpti& abouithe gender 
of a correspondent who signs himself or 
herself thus, so the use of a pmttomt 
here is ruled out) has jumped to the con- 
clusion that when 1 say “Webster” I am 
refettieg to the infamous tbll edition, 
for which A.A. Cameron’s loathing can- 
not possibly exceed my own. l-be 
“Webster” of my fornative years was 
the unabridged second edition, for 
wbiih I retain a high regard. The 
publication of the third edition is an 
event I have tried to wipe from my 
memory, and I am shattered to learn 
that A.A. Cameron could believe I 
would have any truck with a dictionary 
that cout~tenances tbe use of iqfer for 
hnp.(v. 

My confusion about how to refer to 
A.A. Cameron reminds me that I’ve 
been intending for months to write 
about honotifies, so here goes. Let’s 
consider Mr. 

When someone phones me and says, 
“This is Mr. Smith from tbe bank 
calling,” my gut reaction ls that he’s 
ignorant, pompous, or both, because 1 
think that hfr. ls an honorific that one 

&te gives oneself. A man who says. “My 
name is Mr. Smith.” ls wong. He is 
Smtth or John Smith until someone else 
decides to call him hfr. Smith. 

By the same reasoning, if someone 
calls and says, “This is Mrs. Jonu at the 
bank,” it should offend me equally. But 

it doesn’t, because (until recently, my- 
way) for a woman to identify herself 
thus had become a commonly accepted 
way for her to inform us unobtrusively 

wondering what would be the socially 
acceptable form of address. For a man 
to call himself “Mr.” serves no such 
useful social purpose. In doing so, he is 
pmclalmittg that he is no gedtleman, and 
has no right to be addressed as one. 

Another misuse of an honorific (I say 
it’s a misuse.; I’m open to argument) is 
one we hear evety day from the CBC 
announcer John Warren. He’s the one 
who glvcs those little talks that preface 
the live TV coverage of the proceedings 
of the House of Commons, and he’s the 
one who keeps referring, in the third 
penott, to “Madam Speaker,” as in 
“Madam Speaker is about to take the 
chair.” I claim that’s wrong on two 
counts. She is not “Madam Speaker” 
until she is In the chair, and, even then, 
“Madam Speaker” ls a fotm of address, 
not a label of identification. He should 
refer to her as “the Speaker,” or as 
“Mrs. Sat&” oras “Mme. Sat&,” or 
as “J- ” or wen as “Toots,” for 
all I care, bit not as “Madam Speaker.” 

Warren might argue that he ls merely 
folIowing the practice of members of 
p@dmenl. They ere entitled to the 
honorific “HonourabIe,” but that 
doesn’t alter the fact that most of tltem 
speak English execrably. Surely a pmfes- 
siottal aanotmcer could fti better role 

models. I hereby charge Mr. Warren 

(Since tie- above, I have 
noticed that Mr. Warren has changed his 
ways. I had previously discussed the 
point with G-e Rich. the CBC’s head 
of broadcast language, aad he now ia- 
forms me that he and Mr. Warren have 
ageed that the usage I objezted to was 
an unfonunate lapse into padiameatary 
jargon. There ora people who care.) 

tw HEARD a lot of discus&n on TV 
lately about the death of personal 
mivacy. That’s so setious a subject that 
it mai seem trivial to object to-the fact 
that tbe people dllcussing it have cob& 
an egregious neologism: surwil (I’m 
guessing at Ute spelling), which seems to 
be a verb meaning to put under suweli- 
lance. The eminent journalist Haniron 
Salisbmy ltas complained of being sur- 
veiled by various ~ovemmertt awtcles. 
Furtbetmore, he refers to the people the 
government chooses to swell 89 being 
“targetted” (or would that be “tar- 
geted”7) as “victims” of surveillance. 

Now, target is not a verb, and surveii 
is not even a wordin English. Of coarse, 
writers of Mr.. Sal&bury’s stature me 
entitled to coin words or to give curreaoy 
to words witted by others (I don’t know 
where the coinage came from), but it’s 
up to all of us to decide whether to 
accept or reject neologisms. Our criteria 
should be the need for such a word and 
the legkbnacy of its parentage. 

of the French stuvelfl~ which gave us 
(and tbmkmtMmce. but is it needed7 
if to sut&il is to spy On, the anew is 
that it ls not needed. It seems to me that 
it lacks any more subtle denotation. and 
should be regarded as an ad hoc buzz- 
word we ten do without. 

Tarnet as a verb oosea a differeat 
probl&. it is a barbarous back- 
formation. yet it does seem to fll a need. 
It might besaid that to aim or shoot at 
sometbing is to make-a terpt of it, but 
to target it, perhaps, ls to do something 
rather mote sbtlstex and malevolent to it. 
But tar@ as a verb is already la wide- 
spread use as a pointless and stupid bit 
of boardroom jargon, and thus has 
already had its potential wcakc.ned. 

However, @ls ls the way words am 
born, and tbne will tell. At least, no oae 

posed ta&tize. . 

ONE OP MOSB pitcbpersotts who appear 
on PBS television stations to ask viewers 
to send money said. “Pretty soon we’re 
gomta let you get back to tlte movie, 
uninterruptedly and relaxedly~’ Have 
youeverbeardamoR.compellIogar~- 
me-at in favour of educational TV7 
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The Applebaum-Hebert report came out just when it was 
most needed - at a time when federal support to 

writers and publishers could easily have been scrapped 

Ey JOYCE WA YNE 

FOR ONE DAY, November 16, 1982, culture was uews. 11 made 
the lead story on both CBC-Radio’s six-o’clock news and 
CBC-TV’s The Na~ionaf as well as the full 40 minutes of The 
JOtUlId. 

_ November 16 was tbe day the Applebaum-Wbcrt report on 
cultural policy was officially rdcased. Named after its two 
chairmen, composer Louis Applcbaum and writer and pub- 
lirhcr Ir~ques Hebert, the long-awaited, $3~million study, 
based on the deliberations of the 19-member Fed&al Cultural 
Policv Review Committee. is the most sweeping analysis of 
culture since the Massey &“I- 
mission of 1951. 

The Applebert report is by 
no means a replica of the vi- 
sionary hfasscy report. It’s a” 
in-depth study of tbe federal 
g,ovemment’s role as patron of 
the B”S - a report 0” cultural 
policy, not on the state of the 
arts - and as such, its main 

5 concern is to instruct the 
j government on exactly how a 
5 modern state should conduet 
2 itself when it becomes the ma- 
2 jor source of cultural funding. 
z Like the patrons of old, OUT 
s gowment stems to exhibit 
$ the irritating tendeacy to med- 
2 die in areas not deemed proper, 
e demand results before their 
S time, be inconsistent, choose 
2 favourites, and generally 

become ornery and recalcitrant 
when asked for more money. 

So in many ways, the Apple- 
bcrt report is a tract written by . _ - 

r- __.- .- 

! 

ottawa insiders for ot~e.r Ottawa insiders, by court officials to 
their King. Really, it’s one long memorandum directed to the 
Prime Minister. Less a farsighted blueprint for nrlture than an 
etiquette book on how the burgeoning Ottawa cultural 
bureaucracy should go about its awesome mle of benevolent 
mother hen to the arts in Canada. 

The report’s other major dictum fs that artists arc not 
welfare bums: “The artistic professions,” it asserts, “m”st be 
placed on the same footing as any other honourable pmfes- 
sio”.” Elsewhcrc it notes that “the largest subsidy to the 
cultural life of Canada comes not from governments. corpora- 
lions. or otha patroos but from the artists themselves. 
through their unpaid or underpaid labour.” 

Some believe it to be a cruel trick of fate that the report 
appeared j”st BT, the counlry’s economy is falling apart. but 
Applebert probably arrived at the moment when it’wao most 

If the report stresses one thing it is that the political arm of 
gow”mc”t must keep its hands off culture: that the arts can- 
not and should not be used for political reasons, even if it is 
temptin for Liberal politicians to dcsirc to caU the tune when 
they are paying the piper. The report repeatedly emphasizes 
ihe sanctity of such am?&ogth agencies as the Canada 
Council, which is rclati~dy immune fmm zealous politicians 
eager for btowoie points, and whiih has cleverly and 
honourably kept itself o”t of the path of the harsh winds of 
Ottawa wheeling and dealing. 

needed: the moment when 
federal support to the arts could 
so easily have bem scrapped as 
“on-essential spending. After 
November 16, cuU”robaphing 
in Ottawa became more difft- 
cult and much leas farhionablc. 
The recommendations for wtit- 
ing and publishing, for cxam- 
pie, an sane., sensitive, and en- 
couraging, despite the lpeal 
hullabaloo surrounding I the 
report’s recommendation to 
dismantle the CBC and remove 
from it all production other 
than “cw& Nowhere dse in tbe 
rep”* do the committee mrm- 
bus scemblgly igoore the fact 
tltat fm entwph have been 
more i&rested in making 
money than losing it by pmduc- 
ins programs about Ca”ada.- 
The CBC tecnnmendati0M are 
a lsme i”dtatiM $.f Joe Clark’s 
ill-begotten vheme to privadze I Petrocan. 

Certainly. for writers and oublishets the reoort wuldn’t 
have come& a more crucial time. Last par &disn-owncd 
publishing houses. heavily dependent o” the subsidy they 
receive from .the $cpanmcnt of communications’ publishing 
development program, waited for more than nine months as 
the tortuous process of government approval for a renewal of 
the program ran its barrowi”g course. Mainly besause of 
bureaucratic ineptitude. the program’s presentation to 
decision-makers was delayed, and when it fmally went before 
the treasury board last fall it wac tumcd down at least once 
before the minfstw of communications, Francis Fox. somehow 
maoagcd at the 1 Itb hour to win its approval. 

Phyllis Yaffe, cxecutivc dbxctor of the Asqociatio” of Cana- 
dian Publishers (ACP), the trade oganizatio” for 
indigenously-owned cornpa”&, spent the majority of her time 
last year lobby& Ottawa officials and politicians to ensure 
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that the program was renewed. Last November, only a few 
days before the Applebert report was released, publishers were 
notified of tbe threeyear, SZS-million extension of the pro- 
gram. 

Roy MaeSkimming, one of the principal advisers to the 
Applebert committee and the author of its seclion on witbx 
and publishing, credits the report (which seems to have been 
leaked to DOC offi& before its release date) with helping 
Yaffe to push politicians into renewing the program. “The 
report reaffirms the crucial need for support to Canadian- 
owned houses,” MaeSkimming says. “and if government sup- 
port to publishing were eliminated the saving would scarcely 
be noticed, while much that is culturally valuable, although 
not profitable. in Canadian life and literature would be placed 
in xvere jeopardy.” AU told, the government awarded 
$13-million to publishers in 1981-82. 

If the department of communications’ publishing program 
hadn’t been renewed. it would have produced panic in the 
Canadian-controlled sector of the publishing business. 
“Bankrupt&s,” is the one word Yaffe uses to describe what 
could have happened. And Denis Deneau, ACP president knd 
head of Deneau Publishers in Ottawa, wholeheartedly agrees. 
Although his company received only S22,OOO last year from the 
DOC, the impact of that grant is nartling at B time when the 
profitability of most Canadian publiihers is next to nothing - 
if Deneau Publishers was registering a profit rate of 5 per cent 
it would need to earn an extra 8440,000 from book sales to 
reap the same $22,000 in clear profits. Most publishers gross 
less than $I-million a year, so the grants are a matter of life 
and death. 

A study conducted last year by Hamld Bohne, dilator of 
the University of Toronto Press, examined the account-books 
of 16 Canadian-controlled companies. His fmdings leave no 
doubt that the federal government and publishers are business 
partners. “Not one publisher in my study made a profit before 
grants,” Bohne says. “Grants make the difference; withoul 
them 1 don’t know where the Canadian-owned industry would 
be.” 

The Applebert report also deals with imbalances within the 
DOC’s publishing program. In the past the subsidy was simply 
calculated as a percentage of sales - including aales of 
foreign-authored and acquired books with no editorial work 
done in Canada. Consequently, a campany like General 
Publishing, which distributes a large number of foreign- 
authored books under its own imprint. received S326,!51 from 
the DOC in 1981-82 while McClelland & Stewart, with its 
mainly indigenous list, received only slightly more: 5380.981. 
Small houses like Oberon Press and Talonbooks, with impor- 
tant Canadian literary lists, received less than $13,000 each. 

In November, the DOC program was altered so that a corn- 
pray’s first 5200,000 of sales eligible for subsidy will be tripled 
when the gmnts for the next three years are calculated, a 
change that will put more money diitly into the hands of tbe 
literary houses. Also, foreign-authored books with no editorial 
work done in Canada will no longer be eligible for subsidy. 

Although the changes have been made, it is troubling to 
consider why the DOC had allowed such gross imbalances in 
funding to continue for the past three years, especially when 
publishers were regularly pointing out to bureaucrats and 
politiclaos the inequity in the program. The explanation seems 
to be that the DOC program is essentially an industrial one, 
based on the bii-is-belter principle and interested in 
building big companies, not in expressing concern for authors 
and their books. 

The Appleberl report contends that any support to book 
publishing must be botb cultural and industrial and suggests 
that, in tUure, the DOC program be mmbined with the 
smalie.r though long-standing C&da Council program thal 
awards block-grants to publishers on the basis of the “cultural 
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significnnce" of their books. Such a reorgattizatlon would turn 
thu governmettt’s major granGgiving function over to the 
Canada Council. As MacSkimming notes, “the business of 
subsidizing publishera for eligible Canadian books should be 
monitored by the Canada Council. This is in line with the en- 
tire report’s philosophy - that govwntttattt can best assist 
culture through arm%length agettcles.” 

Tho debate centres on the question of how interventionist 
the govcmment chooses to be; and what wing of Ottawa’s 
cuhural bureaucracy is goiw to control the funds and push the 
buttons that relate to publishing. Hlltorically, Canada Ccamcil 
officers have been sympathetic and knowledgeable in dealing 
v:ith publishers ad writers. while DOC ofticials have been 
more business-minded. more interested in the bottom Line than 
in cultural results. Inside the DOC, publishing is grouped with 
such orher “cultural industries” as film and records, and in 
this heady atmosphere publishing often seems suited to grand, 
industrial schemes, cooked up by departmental bureaucrats, 
that promise to turn the industry around and make it profit- 
ttL4e and internationally competitive in a very big way. 
Although it seems infinitely reasonable to expect publishing 
houses to turn a profit on some books, this kind of thinking 
mhce applied across the board tends to igttorr the fact that a 
good publisher often decides to print a book not because it will 
make money or travel to other countries, but because the book 
deserves to be publiihed here. 

Naim Kattan. head of the Canada Council’s writing and 
publication division, says that it seems logical to put the two 
iedeml programs under one roof. However. he makes it clear 
that neither he nor his staff originated tbe idea, nor are they 
actively encouraging it. Hi agreement with the Applebert 
rcmmmendation is based on hi belief that subsidy to 
publishing should be cultural. “Our job is to promote Cana- 
dian culture.” If he had the choice between supporting a 
cookbook that might make money ior a publisher or a poetry 
book that deserved to be done. Kattan would supporl the 
poetry book. 

The AoDlebert retort ratlects the same co”r.em for the 
plight of’t?anadlan Writers who, it says, “are less adequately 
rewxded, on axrage, than tbe various other professionals 
lvhose livelihood they make possible.” To get more mortay 
into the hands oi writers, Applebert proposes a payment 
scheme that would compensate them for public borrowing of 
their books irom libraries. 

The idea is not a naw one - it is already the accepted pr~c- 
tice ltt IO countries, ineluding England. Germany, Australia, 
Sweden, and Denmark. The Writers’ Union of Canada has 
bL+zn lobbybtg for some form of compansatlon for public use 
since its inception in 1973. Last year the Canada Council’s 
committee of wirers, publiihers, and librmians devised a 
strategy ior public use based on library h&Iii 

4 inespmsive scheme - with att annual budget of It was.an 1.3~mdhott 
- but communications minister Francis Fox didn’t approve it, 
sayhtg he preferred to await the racommendatiotts of the 
Applebaum-H&bed committee. 

Matt Cohen, chainnan of the payment ior public use com- 
mittee of the Writers’ Union, says that’ although the union 
bdieves the only iair plan is one based 011 actual Library use 
rather than simply on library purchsses, it is still impossible to 
measure public UK fairly. Until all major Canadian libraries 
are computerized, he notes. “the Writers’ Union simply wants 
the government to endorse either the Canada Cmm.il or the 
Applebert model.” 

Cohen’s primary intarest is for more money to flow into 
wlters’ pockets. According to the Canada Council proposal 
the maximum a writer could raceive would be 5300 par year per 
title. but the Applebert scheme states that payment should be 
betwen 50 to 100 per cent of an author’s royalties. For easm- 
pie. a novelist who sold 2,500 copies of a $24l book in one year 
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would receive $5,000 in royalties, and that would be matched 
by another $2,500 to $5.000 for payment for pb6Iic “se. “My 
concern.” Cohen says, “is that we make possible a new 
generation of writers. A young witer could survive and write 
full-time on the income suggested by the Applebert plan.” 

‘IHE ~VESI~ONS RAISED by the IO1 recommendations in the 
rep”tt are as importanl as the reeommen+ions thems+s. 
Will the govemment hammer out a cultural policy that is both 
comprehensive and genuinely supportive to the arts? WNit 
live gmciously with its role 89 patron? Is there enough bureau- 
cratic espenise in Ottawa finally to come ta terms with the 
complex problems of a huge, sparsely populated cmmtry that 
in the past has chosen Lo open its doors to foreign culture while 
ne&ctirtg its own? 

When tbc FcdcraI Cultural Poliw Review Committee &s 
announced by FrancIs Fox in Augisl, 1980, the government 

White papa based on the committee’s recomm&d&ions, 
which would then proceed to the cabinet. Since then, the all- 
powerful deputy minister of the department, Pierre Juneau, 
has departed to the CBC presidency, and it is said that his old 
department is in a state of confusion and lethargy. Juneau. 
Ottawa’s premier cultural mandarin. has been occupying 
various key pats since the begin&g of Trudeau’s reign, and 

to the arts. 11% hard to imagine there is anyone inside lhe 
department now who could bring the steady hand and 
knowledge t” an overall cultural blueprint that Juneau would 
have brought. In addition, Fox is not considered to be a strong 
minister, and he could easily be shuffled out of the portfolio 
during the next cabinet reorganization. 

In the absence of a strong voice from the department. the 
Prime Minister has assembled his own top-level cabinel task 
force, headed by Senator Jack Austin, minister of state for 
social devdopment. This task forec is charged with the job of 
moulding a cultural policy based on the book of rules and eti- 
quette handed to them by Applebert. 

When Trudeau took pmver more than I4 years ago. many 
Canadians believed that this cultured, erudite Prime Mbdster 
would position culture al leas1 near the top of his List of 
priorities. But in I4 years we’ve seen only one strong minister 
in the cullural post: O&rd Pellctier. Trudeau’s fin1 appoint- 
ment. Since then Hugh Faulkner. John Roberts, and Francis 
Fox have experienced extraordinary difficulties in wnvinfiog 
their colleagues that culture is anything bul ornamentation and 
frill; and in thii period of nwfr%ls spending, culture has not 
been popular on the hitI. In 1981-82 the government spenll.9 
per cent of its budget on culture. 

SureIy what’s needed now is not one more delay, or study, 
or commission. What’s needed is a coordinated, stable, and 
generous cultural policy for the country. 0 
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A new history of the Doukhobors 

8hOW8 both the defect8 and the virtue8 

Of an insider’8 point Of View 

By GEORGE WOODCOCK 

Plc~kun Tmva: The Doukhobors, by 
Coozma J. Tamsoff, Mir Publication 
Society (Box 730, Grand Forks, B.C. 
WH If-IO), UIuslrated, 271 pages, $14.50 
cloth (ISBN 0 920046 05 3). 

THHE HISTORY of the Doukhobors in 
Canada has always been something of a 
test case for Canadian democracy, a way 
of as~ssing just what we mean by 
democratic values. Are we content with 
a system in which the GII of the majority 
always rides over that of any dissident 
minority, whether ethnic or Aigious or 
regional? Or are we searcblng for the 
kind of social order in which minorities, 
even if their values are different fmm 
those of the mass of the p”pulation, \viU 
still be able to bansform their beliefs 
into practice so lo118 as they do not harm 
olher members of the wider community? 

If we do test the prelensions of a 
democratic system by ik ability to find 

room for minorities to live the lives they 
prefer. then we can only be appalled by 
the long record of diitimination against . 
the Doukhobors, including such biarre 
and shocking episodes as the seizure of 
170 of their children in I953 for six years 
of forcible indoctrination in the 
notorious residential school at New 
Denver. And it is surprising that so little 
attention has been given to that record 
by serious students of the way our social 
and political systems work. Surely it is 
one of the examples that should be co”- 
sidered, for instance, if we ever get down 
to a serious debate on the kind of con- 
stitution we might produce if Prime 
Minister Trudeau vanished and some 
gOvernmmt less boneheadedly arrogant 
thao the present one decided to open to 
publie debate the whole matter of how 
we shall be governed. A system that cc-n- 
tinued to allow long-term persecutions 
of minorities like the Doukhobors would 

be no impmvement on what we have. 
Even the books written by outsiders 

on the Doukhobors have not all been 
properly aware of this issue. IL was baeIy 
present in J.F.C. Wright’s early study, 
Slaw Bohu (1940); it was gIainJy 
absent In Sbnma Holt’s sensationaUy 
hostile journalistic account. Termr in 
the Name of God (1964); it was 
judiciously recognized in Harry 
Hawthorn’s academic symposium, The 
Doukhobors of British Columbia 
(1955). But I think the first book that 
clearly brought the issue out was The 
Doukhobms (1968). which Ivan Ivaku- 
movie and I wmte in collaboration and 
which was in fact the tint reIatiAy mm-’ 
plete history of tbe sect to be published 
in BngUsh. 

But all these books, even the most 
sympathetic, were written fmm the out- 
side, by non-Doukhobors, and even 
when they were la&y based. as was the 
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case with TheDoukhobors on long and 
close acquaintance with the sect, there 
was still the Fe&g that they lacked the 
quality of famtly intimacy - not so 
much inside knowledge as ioside feeling. 

Two circumstances long stood in the 
ray of a book in English o” the Douk- 
hobors by a Doukhobor. First is the 
distrust of the written word that is part 
of the sect’s background; Doukhobor 
traditions are remembered not in print 
but in song, in the great accumulation of 
orally transmitted hym”s and psalms 
they call the Living Book. Then there is 
the idea that the Russian lanrmaw is in - : 
some way ncccssay’to the sumval of 
Doukhobor religion, and hence a linger- 
iog feeling tbat%& if the rem& of 
traditions i” writing is accepted, it 
should be io the language of the 
sobran&, or rdigious meeting. Thus 
there are two very good histories of 
Doukhobodsm written in Russian but 
never translated. bv Peter Maloff 
(Dukhoborlg, ikh &la, 1948) and by 
William Soukeroff llsloria Dukhobort- 
se”: 1944). 

Now the first reasonably full history 
of the Douhobom written in Bnglish by a 
member of the sect has appear& 
Plakun Trava, by Room18 J. Tamsoff. 
It is a splendidly illustrated book, with 
243 hi6hIy interesting historic photo- 
graphs, many of them unfamilii prints 
of early Doukhobor times that did not 
appear in Tamsoff’s earllu Pictorial 
Hktoty of the Doukhobors, a book of 
much visual charm and little informa- 
tional substa”ce. 

The text of Plakun %w &Aicb inci- 
dentally is the name of a mythical water- 
wed said to grow against the stream) 
shows both the defects and the virtues of 
the inside Iook. There is page after page 
on the internal activities of small 
Doukhobor orga”lzations that will be 
intercstiog to members of the sect but of 
little significance to the “on- 
Doukhobor, vtho cSLI fmd that any 
photograph of a choir of pretty scarfed 
young women and solemn suited young 
me” looks remarkably like any other. 

0” the other ha”d, there is informa- 
tion in Pktkun M that does “ot exist 
in any other book in English on the 
Doukhobors, and which is of real hi+ 
tolic value. An example is the chapter 
called “Extension.” which reconst~cts 
what happened to those Doukhobors 
tvho “evrr reached Canada but stayed in 
Russian to experience the breakdown of 
Tsaism ad its r&.ceme”t by the alter- 
native tyranny of Bolshevism. Much of 
this information Tansoff acquired o” 
journeys to Russia in which he set out to 
rcdiscow the roots of Dqukhoborism. 
U”fort”nateIy be discovered little new 
about the or&s of Doukboborism i” 
the 17th cmtury. 

Tamsoff g%s a good account of the 
persecutions that Doukhobors suffered 
in Russia cmd the” in Canada. But be is 
hesitant about examining at any depth 
the radical elemmts among the Sons of 
Freedom, the bombers and arsonists 
whom he tends to describe under the 
neutral term of “zealots.” This gives his 
book a tentative feel&. One senses that 
he is always testing the waters of 
criticism within the sect, and drawing 
away when they feel too cold. 

In the end I wav left wondering if this 
is really the view into the heart of 
Doukhoborism I had been moectbm. 
For ! seosed in it that shift away f&a 
the old communitmian instincts which 1 
have “et among many young Doukho- 
born, and which tends to be replaced, as 
it is among many educated native peo- 
ple, by a desire to win approval in the 
Canadian world of the social scientist 
and social worker. Perhaps the old 
Doukhobors were right. Perhaps 
something of a passionate and mystical 
faith is Indeed lost when it is put into 
writing, eve” by one of the faithful. 0 

REVIEW 
-em-, 

By BRL4V L. FLAiX- 

Cutting Thmugh, by Keith Maillard, 
Stoddaa, 314 pages. $16.95 cloth (ISBN 
0 n37 ZOO3 0). 

tt~t’nt MAIUARD’S Culling Through is 
the contimmtion of John Henry Dupm 
IV’S rite of passage from hi bland child- 
hood in the early 1940s to his emergence 
as a “two o”“ce [“mr&m”a] s week 
man” i” the late 1960s. At the end of 
volume one, The Kn& In My Ha&v, 
Dupre was languishing in personal 
obscurity. a college dropout. This 
second volume begins with the assassioa- 
tie” of John F. Kennedy and the dawn- 
ing of a “ew but not necessarily bet& 
age. one typified by Duore’s determina- 
ti&i to write the novel- he bad always 
dreamed about as well as by his reaction 
to the news that rocked- America in 
November, 1963. “My tirst thought was 
Jesus Christ, now we’re stuck with Lyn- 
do” Baines Johnson,” thinks Dupre, 

who finds Johnson a “drawling sbit- 
kicker” whose guiding priociple was 
articulated at the outset of bia presi- 
dency: 1 wilt not be the fust America 
president to lose a war. 

The novel is divided into two sections, 
“South, 1963-1965” and “North. 
196&1970,” in much the same way as 
Dupre’s psyche is tom betwee” ao 
expression of feminine and masculine 
impulses. “South” traces Dupre’s roots 
back to the Civil War, where he en- 
counters his ancestral sire, his great- 
grandfather and namesake, a fierce 
Confederate who rode with John Hunt 
Morgan. A few mcagre leads and a lot of 
tenacity reveal the sordid hitory of his 
family. But gradually he becomea aware. 
after detailed mnversations with two 
“nclc~, his grandmother, and his Aunt 
Hetty - certainly the most realiid and 
intwestbng character in the novel - that 
if he is rp survive this new LBJ age he 
must turn his back on what he has 
labouted to discover, on what has 
obsessed bb” all his life. 

Personal freedom. continuity, and 
recogoition of self are acbiived, or 
rather symbolized, at the conclusion of 
this f&t-finding rummage through a 
century by the purchase of a onaway 
ticket to Toronto, where he safely avoids 
the latest Yankee war. But because he 
has been unable to atone for his 
ancestor’s crimes, he now finds himself 
unable to make love to a worna” - to 
resolve the cdmpetition between his male 
and female sc.Ives - even thou& he has 
been offered the opportunity by his 
cousin. the vampisli Lori Lee. Ha 
aggressiveness, althoug appealing to 
him. serves only to whet his appetite for 
confession. “It’s crazy Lori Lee;’ he 
says. “It’s like there’s anotha sex, but 
nobody knows it. A male-female sex. . . 
a thing of the spirit.” 

“North” is distinguished by shins in 
both voice and time. Whereas Dupre 
narrated “South,‘.’ “North” introduces 
Tom Parker, a Vaw.m vetemo with a 
severe socio-economic reintegration 
problem. As Dupre’s replacammt, 
Parker carries the story forward by leap- 
frogging his way over a number of 
spaced, psychotic, quasi-revolutionary 
burnouts. But though the historical co”- 
text crumbles, Dupre’s search for sexual 
identity does not flag. When, as a 
pseudonymous editorialist for an und&- 
gmund Boston paper @e has dqerted 
the place be deserted to, Toronto), 
Dupe meets Pamela, a boyishly fgwed, 
confused tlower-ehtld, his tomuous 
evol”tion toward sexual expressIon, 
muted by previous failures, rejections, 
and fat, is resumed: “I’ve always 
thought I was probably born the wm”g 
sex,” he confesses. Pamela doesn’t buy 
his line. She suggyts instead that he can 
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release this *Lwoman” inside him but 
offers no concrete solution. When. even- 
tually. they do make love - in the heat 
of their coupling Dupre realizes. “My 
God, you’re fucking a womanl” - 
there is little of the momentous revela- 
tion be had been expecting. Neither of 
the participants is radically transformed. 
“He no longer [seal her in the 
murderous light of eternity, but in the 
clear light of the ordinary world.” 

Although there is considerable 
cohesiveness in “South,” the tension 
that vivifies the earlier scction ii lacking 
in “North.” It is more a catalogue of 

events seen through Parker’s unanal- 
ytical eyes. Duprc’s past obsessions do 
not find further expression, and 
ultimately it is thii failure to advance in- 
vestigations once begun that weakens 
what is essentially a fine, engaging, and 
structurally sophisticated novel. 

Maillard’s commitment to defining 
sexual duality notwithstanding, he 
appears, as the narrative progresses, to 
lose his sense of direction as John Dupre 
becomes one more victim in a conti- 
nuum of upheaval. The singular 
approach that marks “South” dissipates 
in the multiplicity of experience that is 

“North,” and the notion one has 
formed of Dupre as a unique. self- 
obsessive, but self-realizing character 
evaporates. A close-up view of the ma- 
jor creeping disease of the ’60s - 
psychosis - does not obviate the insight 
that accompanies personal examination 
and expression. Had Maillard retained 
confidence in his original narrator, 
CuftIng l7mugh would have been more 
focused and unified. The two voices 
engender an overview that remains 
unfinished - they precipitate a confu- 
sion that minimires the coming of age of 
John Henry Dupre 1~. 0 

FEATURE REVIEW 
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Mark Miller’s study of 14 Canadian musicians 
shows that great jazz, like good sex, 

is a mixture of technique, fantasy, and friction 

Jnzz in Cmmdn: Fourteen Lives, by 
Marl: Miller, University of Toronto 
Press. 245 pages. $18.95 cloth (ISRN 
0 SO20 2476 9). 

THEE IS POP MUSIC and there is jazz. 
Pop music, whether it’s Lennon/ 
McCattney’s “Yesterday” or Johnny 
Mercer’s “Autumn Leaves.” has its 
roots in “The Old Oaken Bucket” and 
“Annie Laurie.” It is an establishment 
culture thing. But jazz is a four-letter 
word. It’s what the ladies upstairs at 
Miss Josic Arlington’s in Storyvillc were 
good at, sod it’s what the music in the 
parlour downstairs celebrated and 
encoursged. There is nothing more per- 
sonal thao good sex - a fine mbaure of 
technique, fantasy. and friction. It’s the 
same for great jazz. You have to play 
your horn so well that it disappear as 
brass and keys and becomes pure instru- 
ment: you play the right notes out of 
your head and someone anonymous, at 
tbc back of the room. trying lo share 
your fantasy calls out, “Tell me the 
rtoly.” YOU play against the chords as 
well as with them, and it’s that friction 
that, in the end, gets it all organically 
together. The roots of jazz ax in the 
pETsoIl. 

Jazz does not. except in its blues 
mode. speak of sadness and loss; it is. in 
fact, r reaction to those universals. 

By ROBERT IGiRL W 

Standing in themins of a race, living out 
a short brutish life under the terms of a 
wholly unfair contract, jazz speaks of 
power and_ choice and determinism, 
while at the same time it continues to 
celebrate what goes on upstairs at Miss 
Arling1on’s. 

This may explain why jazz-personal 
and even esoteric as it oRen is - fasci- 
nates far more people than one would 
expect. A movie about a black girl who 
begins her career in a whorehouse, lives 
out her life addicted to heroin, and dies 
in jail makes us not sad but happy: Billie 
Holiday. ‘standing in her own ruins, 
couldn’t touch a note that wasn’t sud- 
denly graced with the strength and 
energy that “tells us the story” and 
bmadens and deepens the art of jazz. 
Fats Wailer, whoremaster and legendary 
drinker, is celebrated in biography and 
song. Bix Beidnbecke,. tubercular and 
seldom sober, stares at us still out of B 
formal &nera portrait of him and hi 
trumpet that is almost as well known as 
the Mona Liia. The businessmen of pop 
music - the Paul. whitemaw, the 
Horace Heidts, the Mitch Millers - 
speak to our minds and memories not at 
all. They abet the ruin, sugar-coat the 
rotten contract, and we suspect they 
couldn’t get it up if Miss Josic Arlington 
herself came to the parlow full of 
pigsfeet and beer and looting for skin. 

Jazz wople - romantic. tragic. bohe 
mian - ati necessary: they don’t reflect 
culture, they make it; and many of them 
have made it without fame or sc.curityy, 
sawifieing themselves to a total mmmit- 
ment most of us know we’re not capable 
of. John Coltram collapsing at the end 
of his day and his wife unt&ing his 
tenor saxophone fmm his arms while he 
slept is not just a story: it is a metaphor 
that illuminates the other side of the 
lives of jazz innovators and originals. 
Witbout this side of them, out-of which 
comes their craft. their skill, their ability 
to take 12 notes and build poetry, they 
would be mere gossip. People write 
books about them and they are read by 
many as othw generations read thevenal 
and holy lives of fheir saints. 

And now we have a collection of our 
own. Mark Miller’s Joa in Gmuda is 
subtitled “Fourteen Lives”: trumpeter 
Trump Davidson and his saxophonist 
brother Teddy; father and son saxo- 
pbonists Paul and P.J. Perry; pianist 
Chris Gage; trumpet& Herbie Spannier; 
pianist Way Dowries; drummer Larry 
Dubin; guitarist Nelson Symonds; 
drummers Guy Nadon and Claude 
Ranger; guitarist Sonny Greenwich; and 
~~kyvts Brian Barley and 

It is a &te wonderful book both in 
conception and in the telling oiit. None 
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of these me”, except perhaps Trump 
Dxidro”. are showbiz “smes, but all of 
tbcm arc imporlanl to our vetslo” of 
jwr. and Millet has. as far as possible., 
Ict them tell their own stories. Their 
careers range in time from I929 to now. 
and their origins me nalional in scope. 
P.J. is from Vsncouver, Nelson 
Symonds from Halifax, there is a scat- 
tering of Pmlrie names as welI as some 
from the mtin population centre in and 
around Toronto, and a pair - Nadon 
and Ranger - are Qtib&oir. Two - 
Barley and Downes - were conser- 
wrory tnined concert musicians, one of 
thrm - Sonny Greenwich - doesn’t 
read music at all, others came out of 
high school and college stageband pro- 
grams: all of them. once they had got the 
cdl and had dedicated themsties to 
jazz, listened to their contemponries 
here and nbroad and honed their talents 
by uoodrhtddhtg between gigs and jam- 
ming after bows. These 14 lives are, in 
short. hiih calibre and neatly represen- 
mtive. 

Niller himself keeps a low profile. His 
ir tt narrator’s voice that provides link- 
age and commentaries between episodes 
told by the musicians or their friends 
and colleagues, and only occasionally is 
he judgemental: he leaves that mostly to 
the jazz critics whose opinions are 
quoted throughout the text. Mler likes 
tlwe musicians. He respects them and 
he knows them and their music well. 
Here he is talking about P.J. Perry: 

Like tbc compulsive talker. Perry is a 
compulriw impmvher. Moving freely 
and often dramatically from resister to 
r&w - his command of the sxo- 
rrhonr is undeniable - he hits the turns 
high and bard. creating an element of 
p;dl by attempting. and invariably exe- 
cuting, more than safety might advise. 
The r&w is short-lived. so unrelenting 
arc his solos: like the best of Canadian 
jzuue”. hc doer not create music that 
is cemforting. 

Jazz after the fact Is Like war; it is inci- 
dent - person, place, happening, and 
reappraisal. In the late ’30s 1 was a teen- 
uger and played vAh a five-piece band in 
PrinLx George, B.C. We played cut- 
dowt stock armngements ordered fmm 
Los Angeles. I have never bee” so rich or 
ielt so powrfully myself as I dld then. It 
ws mostly shun, however, because I 
couldn’t blow my nose let alone my 
horn. but I still think that when I grow 
up I will play jazz. Miller, relying on 
other people’s memoties, impliis that 
jazz didn’t come solidly to Canada until 
r&r the Second World War. 1 wonder. 
In thnt (the”) far-away village I 
remember a couple of things. The fust is 
a kid named Teddy Worko from a farm 
20 miles east of town who played very 
tough piano (big chords, lots of left 
hand) the like of whi I didn’t hem 

b 

A year-ago, Poland enjoyed a level of press and media freedom 
unprecedented in its post-war history. 

But since the imposition of martial law in December 1981, 
hundreds of professionals in radio, television and the press 
have been fired and blacklisted. Still others have been imprls- 
oned or interned. The Polish Journalists Association has been 
dissolved. 

Some journalists have continued working in Poland’s mass 
media. But many have not; brave men and women have chosen 
to sacrifice their care&, their livelihoods, and the well-being of 
their spouses and children rather than sacrifice their principles. 

On their behalf, the Polish ]ournalists’ Aid Committee is 
making this humanitarian appeal in Canada. 

Your tax deductible contribution of $30 or more will enable 
us to send at least one package of food aid to a journalist or 
family on our list. Each package, sent individually in the name 
of a contributor, will lend material and moral support to these 
courageous men and women of the Polish media. 

They need our help. They deserve our support. 

THE POLISH JOURNALISTS’ AID COMMIlTEE 

Elizabeth Gray 

Richard Gwyn 
Peter Gzowski 

Peter Kent 
Mark Lukasiewicz 

Jan Tennant 
Peter Trueman 

Anthony Westell 
Norman Webster 
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Enclose this card with your contribution and send it to: 
The Polish JournaIists’ Aid Committae 

30 Wellington St. E., Suite 605 
Toronto, Ont. M5E lS3 I 

I 

B 
Name (optional) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

I 

I 
Addresa.................................................. 1 

Signahlre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
0 Please sand a package in my name to a Polish journalist 

(contribution of $30 or more). 
0 Send a package but do not use my name. ; 

0 please send a receipt for tax purposes. 
0 
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again until I first listened to Chris Gage 
15 years later. The second memory is of 
a travels band tbat played a one&lit 
stand in 1937. The tcnorman 1 spent the 
night aorshipping VW* a youngster 
named Stu Young who played perhaps 
15 choruses of “Tii Rag” without 
repeaw hlmsclf. Surely jazz must have 

loa timeiiorda;o havc&.nctmted so 
far north so forcefully. Later. when I 
was with the CBC and was instrumental 
la setting up the mst mhvork .I@zz 
Wods/rop show out of Vancouver. it 
never occurred to me or the producer 
that we couldn’t hold our own any- 
where. The level of originality aad 
sophistication among the musiclaos then 
wu such that I felt they were drawing on 
a wellspring that was not simply 
American. 

I tblnk now, drew in rctmspect, 
that if, say, the Massey Commission bad 
even for a moment addressed itself to 
jazz as a legitimate expression of one 
part of our natloaal consclousoess and 
had persuaded the govcmment to sub- 
sidlze a jazz recording industw - as in 
Poland, Sweden, Denmark - our mu& 
cians would have produced a music at 
the cutting edge of world jar.2 eon- 
sclournesr. There arc jazz leeends 
witbout discographies. But the bulk of 
tbe best innovative musicians were, and 
arc, recorded during most of thclr active 
years. Canadii jazz muslclans listen to 
recordings fmm other countries aad 
build on those bccause they must; If they 
had their owe work recorded - or cvco 
publkhed - their ideas would diverge 
from musicians elsewhere. Style, con- 
tent, thrust would mature, become uni- 
que. One must hope that books like this 
one - and the jazz community itself - 
will press the government (now that it is 
considering the Applebaum-Hdbert 
report) to think of jazz as also a national 
concern and therefore fundable. 

In the meantime. these 14 lives will 
serve admirably as an introduction to 

jazz as it is lived in tbls country. We 
have Mark Miller to tbaok for brlngiag 
these biographies together. He ls also to 
be congratulated. Miller’s book ls state 
of-the-art. It sets a wonderfully high 
standard for those who will write about 
jazz in Canada in the future. 0 

REVIEW 
L.cn~.-wM--~ I 

By I.M. dWEiV 

Msklng It New: Contemporary Caaa- 
dian Storlcs. edited bv John Metcalf. 
Methuat, ill&rated, 2% pages, SI8.9S 
cloth (ISBN 0 458 95520 5) and $11.95 
paper QSBN 0 458 95470 5). 

02: Best Canadlaa Stories, edited by 
John Metcalf and Leon Rooke, Oberon 
Press, 188 pages, 817.95 cloth QSBN 
0 88750 436 l)xnd $8.95 paper (ISBN 
0 88750 438 8). 

YETHUEN’S PUBLXLTY, which introduces 
John Metcalf BP “Canada’s foremost 
anthologist of short stories” (ah tbcre, 
Bob Weaver), stresses that Making It 
New is being published intcmationally: 
“For the first time, a Caoadll short 
story mtholda will reach audiences in 
tbe United States, Britain and Australia 
simultaneously.” Well. simultaneity 
apart (it’s a loose term in publishing) 
Weaver’s World’s Classics anthologies 

three countrics’kd a gooimany more. 
But the important point the publishw is 
making ls that this book is intended to 
present the contemporary Canadian 
short story to the rest of the English- 
soeaklaa world. through 14 stories by 
s&en w&s, e&h of whom contribute!?” 
also a short essay (which ir a good idea). 
But does the book give a true picture? 
The blurb anticloates the objections I’m 
golag to make bhen it spc&s of “the 
rich vein in Canadian literature that 
these writers rcpreseot - a vein that has 
been passed over in favor of work that 
is often of lesser artistic merit but that 
satisfied a natlooalllt prescription for 
social and historical thcmcs that have 
been defined as ‘Canadian.” 

Well, yes - though not maay of tbesc 
seven have been passed over much. But 
doesn’t the reader in another country 
who buys or borrows a book of speclfl- 
tally Canadian stories want to leant 
from it something of what it’s like to be 
Canadian? Now, bdng an immigrant is 
ccxtalnly part of tbe Canadian expa- 
icnce, but t/wee of these seven authors 
(Clark Blaise, Metcalf, and Leon 
Rooke) were born and grew up in other 
countries. Bclog abroad is also part of 
tbc Canadian expcriwice. But two of the 
sewn (Mavis Gallant and Norman 

Levine - both indispensable, I agree) 
have spent most of their lives abroati 
and at least six, probably scvc”. of the 
14 stories take place outside Canada. 
Understand, it’s the proportions I’m 
questioning. There’s no one author here 
I’d want to s& excluded (except maybe 
Rooke - beeausc I can’t stand his style, 
oat because be’s American-born), and 
there’s only one story that I’d have left 
out on the sole grounds that it’s not 
Caoadbm: John Metcalf’s own “Slogle 
Gents Only.” A brilliant story - the 
best of his I’ve read, in fact; but it’s so 
entirely English in its setting, etmos- 
pherc, characters. juxtaposition of 
social classes, that it might well have 
been written before Metcalf came to 
Canada. By the way, his discussion of 
this story is perhaps tbe most interestbx 
passage among tbe authors’ essays. 

There’s an introdwtloa by Barry 
Cameron of the University of New 
Brunswick. Thll fact is omitted from the 
title-page, which gives the name of the 
photographer who took the authors’ pie- 
tures. Cameron’s name is also missing 
from the table of contents. I don’t think 
he quite deserves this eoaceslmcat. 
Withoutbbn, one might never have resl- 
lzd that “all of the stories here arc 
thoroughly modem or poetic [are tbae 
adjectives altemativu or synOnymOUS?l 
in their use of such techniques as indiree- 
tion or impliitlon. ellipsis, understatb 
ment, distillation and tclcssoping.” And 
he instructs us severely. but for OUT own 
good: “one should read these fourteen 
stories a5 closely, as carefully, BS one 
would a good lyric poem.” I hope hc 
never finds out that what I do with a 
good lyric poem ls listen u) it sing. 

For the Canadian short-story reader, 
to whom almost all the stories are 
familiar and available in other books, 
the authors’ essays are tbc one feature 
that makes it necessary to possess Muk- 
ing It New. Metcalf, though, has 
another new anthology. tbe annual 
Oberon collection co-edited with Leoin 
Rooke. which all such readers will want 
since its stories are fresh and mostly 
unmllcctcd until ndw. There arc clgbt 
stori&, all good. I think it’s a pity to 
have included Josef Skvorccky’s “A 
Family Hotel,” since it’s a chapter from 
his novel The SwU&ason. published in 
the same year. Aad Keatb Frarer’s study 
of a marriage, “Le Mal de Pair.” is full 
of good moments, but it’s more tbao 30 
pages long. In view of the publisher’s 
note that two of the stories chosen had 
to be omitted, including botb of tbesc 
seems an extravagant lise of space. Hugh 
Hood’s “The Small Blls,” perhaps the 
best short story he has ever wlttcn, cer- 
taioly belongs here; but it’s also in 
Making It New. 

There are good stories by Norman 
Levine, Alice Munro. Elizabeth 



Spencer. and F.W. Watt. And I’m glad 
to report that Gloria Sawi’s “The Day I 
Se with Jesus on the Sun Deck and a 
Wind Come Up and Blew my Kimono 
Open and He Saw toy Breasts” P very 
nearly as good as its title. 

The introduction is full of windy 
rhetoric that sounds more like Booke 
than like Metcalf: “This is winsome 
stuff. gladdening to the heart, oecsssary 
to life and limb.” 

Like most Oberon paperbacks. 82: 
Best Canadian Storim provides a 
vnluoble isometric exercise for the 
fingers as the reader stmggles to keep it 
open. I haven’t yet world out the 
significance of the painting of a 
marathon race on the cover. 0 

REVIEW 

By GAR Y MICIGlEL 
DAULT 

hkmfng~~ in Tomnlo: A Post- 
Xl~dcrn Tribute, by David Donnell, 
Black Moss Press. 61 pages, $8.95 paper 
IISBN 0 CZ753 090 7). 

PoEr twvm q oiwEu5 Hemfngway in 
Toronlo: A Post-Modern Tribute is a 
clever but annoying little book that 
attempts to examine Ernest Heming- 
way’s four-month stay in Toronto in 
1923 for early signs of the embryonic 
novelist’s development of “the perfect 
sentence” and to oncaver the role that 
Toronto and the Toronto Star had in 
this search for what Donnell calls “his 
Iind of sentence, an American sentence 
but not a dull sentence, a sentence retlee 
ting vernacular but not a vemacular 
sentence.” The book is also about the 
cloylng quiet and the dc%ged provbt- 
cialism of Toronto in 1923 and the way 
in which Hemingway’s stay here (it was 
his second visit, albeit a short one) may 
how seemed like anolher kind of 
sentence, the release from which may 
haw had something to do with his “pro- 
digious output” O”er the next few 
months in Paris wheo he wrote The Sun 
Also Rices and B number of the great 
stories: when he mute, a0 Donnell puts 
it in his folksy little foreword, “like s 
house on ft.” 

The book ls about other things too. It 
is about - in a weird way - the idea of 
the modem. Here is Donnell at the 
halfway point in his hoolt: “Hemingway 
was interested in the new modernism 
and he was interested in the new society 
but he was interested in the new moder- 
nism because he wanted to write well 
whereas he was interested in the new 
society because that’s what there was 
and he recognized that that’s what there 
was.” Now how much of a joke, 
exactly, is this? Certainly it is both a 

prose that is Hemingway-esque and Ger- 
trude Steinian at the same time, and a 
damning of it that he cao write so badly, 
parody-prose notwithstanding. 

But then Hemingway in Tomnlo is. 
above all, a slippery book. It proceeds 
by stacking pastiche upon pastiche, by 
overdubbing one atmosphere upon 
another. It begins with a short preface 
from “Gertrude, Paris, 1981” in which 
Donncll&tdn assures the reader that 
what he is about to receive is in fact a 
good book that shows “how Heming- 
way lost his belief in art for the sake of 
art while he was in Toronto.” This is 
followed by Donnell’s chatting in what I 
take to be his own voice about “Toronto 
in the 1924ls,” a short chapten full of 
historical truisms concerning Toronto’s 
being “a more frontier and puritanical 
city than NewYork:’ 

Theo the& a’sort of aitical melt- 
bow,: Donnell’s prose grows offhand, 
almost weary, and, at the same time., 
insufferably pompous. There is a lot of 
pseudo-critical blather about the cut-up 
and collage techniques of newspapers 
and the prevalence of streamlining (both 
examples, presumably, of the %ew 
modernism”). There are ragged assur- 
ance~ that “a lot of very good writers 
worked for the newspapers in those days 
but Hemingway was probably lhe best.” 
There is a laughable passage of “crap or 
me&” about how the war “e&b- 
Ushed” a number of things, such as the 
end of the 19th century, the end of 
Tennyson and Hardy, the beginnings of 
the roaring ‘ZOs, and the hungry ’30s. 

This precipitates Donnell-as- 
Haningw~/Stein-as-c~tural historian 
Bow to separate, them?) into a chapter 
of dizzying absurdities (“Picasso and 
the Group of Seven in 1923”) piled so 
thick and fast upon the reader that the 
whole enterprise collapses into a welter 
of dumb statements that I hope are 
merely the stuff of bad jokes (like “Mire 
wasn’t that far away from Tom Thom- 
son in 1923 although it was in 1926 that 
Hemiogway fast bought aMi&‘). After 

Tor&to’s role in ktabllshi& Heming- 
way’s prose style again and that’s it. 

Where. then, does the “Posl- 

Modern” business come b? Post- 
modernism is a near-critical umbrella 
term under which can be gathered a 
bewildering number of imprecise feel- 
ings about aesthetic and philosophic 
tone and stance. The term usually con- 
notes a deep cynicism about and impa- 
tience at any liberal-derived 
methodology for Arriving at Truth. 
Post-modern truth is, by contrast, - 
whatever crystallizes out of a super- 
saturated ‘solution of accumulated 
innuendo. Insights peripheral to 
language.. Glancing blows at merining 
that begin as suggestions and end at 
strangled embarrassment for having 
mentioned them in the first place. 

The real matter of Hemingway’s SO- 
journ in Toronto. then, is supposed to 
rise up thmugh the generalized yeasti- 
ness of Donnell% vague. part@ helpful. 
partly stricken, partly benign, partly 
demonic approaches to his subject, all of 
them bowed and essentlaUy broken 
under the leaden weight of Donnell’s 
ongoing joke that it is Hemingway, Ger- 
tmde Stein, * silly-ass Literary cornmen- 
tator, and the futile but well-meaning 
author hiielf whose post-modem stout- 
tea we are hearing, all at the same time. 

’ Ought we oevettbeless to applaud 
Donnell’s attempt to get his jaded and 
obviously criticism-weary machinery in 
gear and produce an essay about 
Hemingway, Toronto, and the coming 
of the modem sensibility-in-prose? Or 
ought we to reveal ourselves as reaction- 
aries by refusing to play participatory 
audience for his performance of this 
acentric air for unaccompanied and UI- 
informed voice? Certainly Donnell has 
bitten off a lot. For that alone I suppose 
he deserves praise. He waots to blow a 
perfect shining soapbubble of language 
about Hemingway and modem&n - 
with Hemingway sitting inside it at his 
typewriter madly bashing out his own 
history of hbnself as he floats up over 
the heads of his readers. If it had 
worked. it would have been miraculous. 
But it hasn’t worked. _ 

In the last chapter DonnelI- 
Hemingway writes: 

Sometimes a great deal of misunder- 
standing gets made of where a writer 
wriw a given piea of work and of who 
he was living with at thal time and who 
he ws reading and what friends he was 
seeing and what new &de he wm 
meeting. Thllisabit liketheclassicparr 
hoc proptcr hoc of lotdcal iaUacy and 
it’s atro a bit like the stereotypical 
mman B ctei attic who shouts “Eureka. 
Eureka. I’ve just discovered who 
MminneBowry b actually about. Now 
everything will be simple.” 
Maybe a great deal of misunder- 

standing has got made of here. I hope 
not. But then I’m not your stereotypical 
romao & clef critic, either. 0 
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John Reeves uses his camera to 
explore the clues hiddtn in his 
segbjects’ faces. He wads their 
min& as others read their books r-r.- - -. 

m.4crLY ON6 YEAR ago this month the Canadian Ceme of 
Photography held a oneman show of 122 photographs by 
John Reeves. All black-and-white, both landscapes and par- 
traits, they repwented Reeves’s vision of the Canadian North 
captured during his two Arctic sweeps in 1968 and 1971. What 
remain in the memory a yuu latex are two inextricably related 
impressions: the man himself, and the portraits. 

Reeves was everywhere - dashing from @vup to group. 
talking. flailing his arms, rumdog hi fingers through hi 
black, shiny hair, talking still more, laughing. passing his wine 
glass from hand to band, his exuberance fdlllg the vast exhibi- 
tion hall with hi own kinetic energy. And he is no more sub- 
dued in the studio: immediately after the sitting that resulted in 
our cover photograph, Norman Levine marvelled that Reeves 
had been “more nervous than 1 was. He never stopped - 
when the session was over I felt positively calm by com- 
patison.” 

Reeves has long been known as a superb portraitist. What 
the Arctic Aibition revealed was that he is as brilIiitly alive 
io tbe tieldasheb rthomeio tbestudio. Pmmtbestark. white 
vxdls of tbe exhibition hall - as stark and as white as the 

faces of Inuit carvers and hunters and children gazed impas- 
sively into the camera, not frozen but seemingly melted into a 
disarming perfection, caught in an instant but nonetheless at 
ease - composed. As Gary Michael Dault observed in the pro- 
gram notes that accompaoied the mhibition, while Reeves’s 
Inuit portraits “do all of the requisite revealmg of character 
and mute speaking about the pvsonality that one expects from 
an artist’s portrait, they also possess the hallucinatory power 
of images seen for the first time by an artist who is edireIy 
open to whatever those images might turn out to mean:” 

This dis&eooous quality, his exploratory openness, is 
equally present in Reeves’s literary portraits. For Reeves the 
faces of there seven writers are no longer the masks thay prs 
seat to the inquisitive world; they are clues or avenues to the 
complex personalities concealed behind them. Reeves follows 
those clues, explores those avenues, reads their faces as other 
people read their books. The portrait of P.R. Scott, poising his 
spectacles in his pontifical way, reveals the very esseoce of tbe 
poet/lawyer savouring a neatly made point. The mirror image 
of the late Marshall McLubao suggests the double-visioned 
visionvy stepping boldly up to himself to take a better look - 
how different ao impression it leaves from &is Dudek’s 
mirror image, which conveys a shyness, a coyness, a quiet 
turning away from the self. 

Sculpture has been catled “a trap for light”: surely that 
defmition belongs equally to photography. In his carefully 
constructed and sprung traps, Reeves captures these rare and 
often unintentional flashes of truth: he makes for his subjects 
their most faithful autobiographies. 0 
1 .-.. -.- .. A 
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REVIEW 

By PHIL SURGUY 

The Knol, by Tim WynneJones, 
McClelland & Stewart, 271 pages, 
516.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 9051 X). 

Murder on Location, by Howard 
Engel, Clarke Irwin, 222 pages, 515.95 
cloth (ISBN 0 7726 1384 5). 

~tbt WYNNEJONES won the 1979 Seal 
First Novel A\vard for Odd’s End, a” 
entertaining thriller about a malignant 
little man’s ingenious attempts to terrify 
r young couple into abandoning their 
house, a renovated manor on a remote 
patch of Nova Scotia coast. The Knot, 
\Vynnf&nes’s second novel, ls set in 
Cabbagetown, a fashionable, renovated 
slum in downtown Toronto - Hugh 
Garner’s old neighbourhood, now sand- 
blasted beyond recognition. The Knot is 
a gang of street kids from the poorer 
areas to the north and south of 
Cabbagetowi. Their leader is a shabby. 
apparently blind old man named Gob. 
who patrols the nelghbourhood in a 
wheelchair. 

. . . . Cabbagetown w his Bugler BK. 
and he was its Begler Beglie; he was the 
Knot’s Fanger and they were his AtIer- 
linp and Scrogglings. The man at the 
top - at the very top -was the Grand 
Vi&r, alluded to but never seen. It was 
the Grand Vizier who bankrolled the 
Knot. He paid for information. and the 
gang, under Gob’s supervision. bad 
become the eyes and ears of the 
burgeoning little community of 
Cabbagetown. They also patrolled the 
area and kept il free of competing 
agents. What minor heists Gob allowed 
them were for amusemenl only. 

Besides Gob, the other major 
characters in the story are a boy named 
Stb~k, one of the gang; Crunkscully, a 
former mayor of Toronto. who keeps 
remnants of his vaporized memory on 
cassette tapes and haunts the streets, 
searching for a son he imagined that he 
has lost; and Crawford, a cop who is 
recovering from the physical and emo- 
tional effects of a gunshot wound. 
Crawford is sent to Cabbagetown in 
plainclothes after the pollee computer 
becomes disturbed by the Knot’s 
prankish crimes, the sudden drop of any 
other kind of juvenile crime in the area, 
and a rise in major robberies (the Grand 

Vizier’s work, based on the intelligence 
that Gob gathers). 

In Odd’s Rnd lhe action is seen alter- 
nately from the point of view of the 
young couple in the manor and that of 
the insanely covetous man who ls trying 
to drive them out, and the result is quite 
satisfying, especially Wynne-Jones’s 
nicely sustained depiction of the limitless 
malevolence that the intruder brings to 
hi task. In The Knot the point of view is 
spread all over the place, given fmm 
time to time to all tbe,major characters 
and several minor ones, and the result 
isn’t Very satisfying. To be sure, there 
arc some good sccnea and intriguing 
people in the book, and (even though 
Wynne-Jones and his editors think 
“brakeman” is spelled “breakman,” 
“etmnnity” is a synonym for “huge- 
ness,” and “convince” means “per- 

sude)” the writing is acceptable. But the 
wildly shifting point of view does not 
produce a well-rounded story. Rather. it 
gives the impression that the author was 
never able to make up his mind which, 
or whose, story he wanted to tell. Thus 
the book doesn’t belong to anyone in 
particular, and the ml#ion of .Gob’s 
true identity, the rcmlution of Sti. 
Crunkscully and Crawford’s problems, 
and all the running around at the end are 
of no seal interest. 

There is no question that Munler on 
Locaf.bn belongs to Benny Cooperman, 
Howard Engel’s private eye, or 
“pccpcr,” from Grantham (St. 
Catbatines), Ont. This is the third Bmny 
Cooperman myslery, and it has him 
tracking a buslnessm~‘s runaway wife 
to Niagara Falls, where she has gone 
hoping to land a bit part in a bll 

NOW 
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American movie that ls being shot them. 
Benny eventually finds the woman. and 
along the way also uncovers a lot of off- 
screen skulduggety, discovers two cop 
ses, and unwittlng.ly arouses (he curiosity 
of the local Mafia. 

As he has been from the start of the 
series. Engel is in good form, assembling 
a cast of real, interesting people and put- 
ting them through their paw with wit. 
economy, and confIance. There has 
been some talk here and there that 
Benny is a bit of a nebbisb. that Engel, 
whether consciously or unconsciously, 
has created a timorous, low-key per- 
sonality that ls somehow quintessentially 
Canadian. But Benny is really quite 
aggressive (and aggress& CanadiaM are 
not unknown; some anx downtight 
pushy), and when he has to be. he’s 
brave. He gets nervous and scared only 
when cops and thugs start making life 
difficult, a characteristic he shares with 
sensible peepers the world over. 

It is mare likely that Benny’s per- 
sonality is largely the. result of the 
author’s detemdnatlon to create’ a uni- 
que private eye - a tricky thing to do. 
glVen how overpopulated the fi&l is - 
and a key part of Engel’s technique has 
been to play against the conventions of 
the genre. For instance, it’s herd to 
think of detectivea who ewn mention 
their parents, but Benny is a fairly 
dutiful son, end his encounters titb his 
mum have become a feature of the 
series. In Locrrlon we have this one: 

“Who’s that7 Benny. is tbet you7” 
“Hello, Ma. how ere you7” 
“How am I? How should I be7 My 

doctor’s ie the hospital end his locum- 
schlocum isn’t minding the smrh” 

“You’re no* feeling ~47” She wes 
rlandi~ ie P willpcolored ripup hoe* 
met with pink feathery slippers. Her 
heir was still tangled from sleep aed her . 

face we5 still epstalrs in the betbroom. 
“rm tine, Benny. I just want people 

to stay in me place. It maka me ner- 
vows when my doctor’s in intelulve cam% 
I hope you’ve eaten lunch.” 

He bar, at the counter in the United 
~ig~St.o; near his oftice. where he 

So far, there has been no indicalion 
that Benny Cooperman is, consciously 
or unconsciously, meant to be a corn- 

ment on the Canadian psyche. From the 
evidence of the first three books of the 
series, his creator’s sole ambition is 
.&eeable, well-cmfted en&t&meat. 0 

Leap 
years 

By DAVID DONNELL 
: :, 

Ineogaito. by David Young, with 

MAYBE t JU= think this. because I grew 
up on Tom Sawyer and Stalky & Co.. 
but Canadian lit&hue seems to special- 
ize in serious novels about regionally 
ensecmced familii moored in stability. 
David Young’s novel, Incognito (the 
title refers to a nuclear sub signal), sub- 
titled “a collection,” is more American 
in the sense that it focuses on childhood 
at a distance from the family and then 
fmuses OIL the “jump” from childhood 
to Crazy World. instead of focus& on 
transition into maturity. Young’s book 
is about adolescence BS something real in 
a broader sense than age, real in the 
sense of sweat, sour apples, instant 
expression, first sex, acknowledged and 
unabstracted envy, toad fears, gender 
division, the spontaneity of ldds who 
drift in from other schools, or happ+ to 
be your.best friend for yean and then 
suddenly move, com~letc with family, to 
some &her town or city or another 
country. Leaving the flukl anarchistic 
institutions of childhood in disorder. 

Families occur in the first half of 
Incoznito but never on their own terms. 
The~ocwr, blinking and serious, when 
they do interest& things like the pur- 
chase of a boat, the holding of family 
Dinah at which wounded sons are 
bxhibited like prize deer, or the backlug 
of a serious public school Interest in 
hockey or baseball. Otherwise, the 
family, unless it encounters an enor- 
mous tragedy, isn’t a significant insti- 
tution. It doesn’t exist for any excltlng, 
clandestine purpose, doesn’t administer 
an exciting punitive role, play hockey 01 
bareball 6 iacrom or run shops thMsell 
interestlug things from milkshakes and 
athletic banquetburgers through to 

stereo wstuas or cars. The familv is a 
place. I& like staying at your au& in- 
stead of the local YMCA, except for that 
“hey, guy” tug of love for these two or 
more people with whom you gkw up. 

ihwing up in northern Ontario con- 
tains all the basic foundations of bmo- 
cence: but adulthood in North Am&a 
is “making it” in a world gone slightly 
out of whack. The ssond half of Incog- 
nito switches from childhood to the pro_ 
tagcmlst’s early 20s end aneat restaurant 
with ten%% seafood in Madrid. Adult- 

your own to plecss like Pem&ylvenia or 
California, where you meet crazy pea_ 
pie. hucksters and otherwise. or 
beautiful, interesting women like the 
recurring karmic Sarah Duke, or where 
you wind up in a neat Little Spanish 
restaurant in Madrid and meet a somb 
what tired and obstreperous Gene Kelly 
in the men’s room. First adult vacations 
and vmrkbtg for a Living in the new 
America are extraordbtarlly.sbnllar; they 
involve fluidity, entropy, psychosis, 
crackpot schemes that ectually work but 
shouldn’t, chickens. the absurd, a world 
that’s in trouble but doesn’t want to 
admit it. This is different from chlld- 
hood; chIldhood. on Georgian Bay or 
otherwise, is dominated by the family, 
md the family, even while you’re busy 
staying away ffom it, makes rrbellioa a 
secure and fairly instltution&ed exper- 
ience. Describing childhood is a 
nostalgic vista, it’s hard to be savagely 
ironic about pubertyt but describing 
young adulthood, our lives as they 
explode and bansform before we have 
children of our own. produces a style 
that moves naturally into crisp post- 
modem irony. 

Young describes the experience of 
first iobs and fti trim in the second 
haif of Incognifo as tik Saturday night 
or Monday morning news broadcast of a 
disparate worla; a;ld the disparity, or 
jump, between the first and second half 
of the book works to the atonal adVan- 
tage of both sections. The s%tion jump, 
like a slow jump shot in a fll, allows 
the first section to wesh up in the 
rrader’s mind while ading south; the 
wntmst between t e sections works l? 
both weysz childhood bsomcs an 
lneseapably lost country and the adult 
contemporary world, complete with its 
maniacs, becomes not simply difficult 
but somewhat berserk. 

One of Young’s visions of Amerlka in 
the ’80s is a Saturday Nigirt Live rush 
Into the heed of one Lieutenant David 
PbIpps (?hipps’s tbbd appearance in 
different forms), who is an oft&r at the 
American nuclear submarine base in 
Guam. Phlpps opens himself disll- 
uously to our protagonist during the 
&hour plane trip. He talks about 



himself and about the base and about 
the subs. Sound of Coors being punched 
at 35,000 feet above the Pacific. Phipps. 
who is quite a movie buff - he sees a lot 
of films on-board - enjoys the feeling 
that he’s free M disclose the occasional 
goodie to a green civilian. Our pro- 
tagonist ruminates and prods the lieuta 
nant who, as nuclear submarine base 
ofticers probably go, could be called s 
“pretty funny guy,” into a dark multi- 
sided discussion that is ape of the 
sharpest single chaptaxof the year. 

This doesn’t mean to say that In- 
cognifo answers the question of what to 
do about the losses of childhood or what 
to do about the number of fats, multi- 
plied by 70 men, on a nuclear sub, 
eituipped with Smart Torpedoes, cruis- 
ing off the Guam coast in the 
36,000-foot Marianna Trench and 
monitoring various 4lXton bruc-car sized 
SZO-million Keysrone listening devices. 
That v/ould he another novel. A dif- . 
ferent book. And as Jim Lang’s brilliant 
photographs. of himself. to be sure, in 
differrut moods and expressions over 
the years. amply demonstrate, personali- 
ty is to some degree indissoluble and 
changes to some degree from day to day; 
so does fiction in a sense, and so do 
ideas. But Young puts a number of these 
elements into perspective and suggests 
some of the implements we need to corn-- 

bat the dangers of two abstract super- 
powers drunk on their owi complex 
electronics. 

Incognito suggests we need humour 
and perspicacity; it also suggests what 
we might lose if we don’t succeed: 
children, love, naked bodies, swimming 
in the ocean, pspayas, all human corn- 
merce, ice-cream, perfume ads, the 
Pope, OUT *pacity for orgasm, scotch 
and ice, rock fans in faded jeans, roses. 
azaleas, the entire Ford works. Shake 
spemx. Beethoven, the country of 
Scotland, Niagara Falls, and even those 
idealistic young kids, aspiring actors 
from the ~midwest, Albert. N.Y. and 

vehement. sarcastic book thal stakes its 
coherence on the belief that idealist 
ohilosoohv and a frightening delineation 
of the apdcalypse c& be two sides of the 
same phenomenon. It is a relentleas 
polemic - not only against pollution (a 
full 90 pages of ecological horrors are 
detailed) and such familiar correlative 
targets as industry, economics. adver- 

love, the rbmily, scienf+ religion, 
education, justice, feminism, com- 
munism, psychoans&is, modern art, 
evolution, revolution, and a host of 
lesser scandals rsp~enting the sup- 
posed achievements of historical man. 
Apparently the author hates everything. 
and hi invective is as aphoristic as 
Nietzsche’s (“Pollution is merely the 
fdth of the rich fashioned from the 
blood of the poor for the martyrdom of 
the humble”), merciless in judgement, 
and often devastatingly funny (“A man 
suffeiing from premature bjaculation is 
spilliug milk before it reaches his mouth 
. . . . Bulls, who are noted for premature 
ejaculation, a.~ very obviously affected 
by this complex”). 

Somehow. though, Deshusses has re- 
taiued a soft spot for Hegel, an oddity 
that provides the book with a positive 
philosophicat thesis that is both its 
distinction and fatal flaw. Besides being 

iog off the dust of Georgia~B&meets 
in a Topanp Canyon suburb of Los 
Angeles, city of Angels, as the Spanish 
used to call it, knocking on doors and 
checking on &dents* safety in regard to 
possible natural landslides. q 

IN RRIl?F 

The Eighth Nl8ht of Creation, by 
Jerome Dcshusses, translated from the 
French by A.D. Martin Sperry, Denea” 
Publishers, 405 pages, $24.95 cloth 
(ISBN 0 88879 080 5). An ambitious, 

TheKeytoCamdapsSchohlyltcse3m5 
Awvicefaliiradausandscholasinsearehofthelalesrraultsin 
~aoadia march. this continuing bibliogmphy lists doeroral and 
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Canada. 
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the yeam 1976177 through 1979180. _ 
G comp~hensive muWisciplioary tibliogmphy, compited by the National 
Librsry of Canada from inform&h supplied by more than 50 de@ee-gmoting 
institutions aaog Caoada, providea bibliogmphic data for some 6@lO doctoral 
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in dis case, &cc he has nit resisted the 
temptation to write intellectual autobio- 
graphy. While this self-indulgence holds 
some wonderful satisfactions for writer 
and reader alike, edifices such as psy- 
choanalysis aren’t easily demolished 
with a few phrases. No theist is going to 
abandon his theism as a result of the 

and fr Is hard to imagine a ravolutl&~~ 
glviw up his revolutionary principles 
because of a few predictable slashing 
a*der directed at Marxism. 

The book offen scant encouragement 
to environmental activists. since its 
Hegdian belief in Absolute Mind 
frankly abandons millions of individuals 
lo sufferlag and death as the inevitable 
price of universal change. At the same 
lime, since the ctitique establishing 
Abrolule Mind’s existence will baffle 
non-philosophers without being original 
enough to attract the interest of 
specialists. we are left to wonder what 
sort of reader might best benefit from 
Deshusses’ virtuosity. The most sym- 
pathetic appreciation must admit there is 
nothing radically new here; but for the 
alread~<onverted who seek a conve- 
nient catalogue of the worst the world 
has to offer, this may prove as useful a 
reference as any. - hxiK liarwaw 

PRISONS 

‘T!y~~~~~A ” 
In the 18th century, John Howard 
sought to reform the prison system. 
Today, Luc Goaselin seeks to abolish 
it. In this eloquent plea he presents 
page after page of facts that evolve 
into arguments to justify the 
disappearance of these places of 
horror. 

$9.95 paper 
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INTERVIEW 

The fairly conventional world of 
Carol Shields: ‘What is yielded from everyday 

life is extraordinary enough’ 

By DORIS COWAN 

&ROL SHIELDS tias born in Oak Park. 
Illinois. in 1935. and now lives in Winni- 
peg. A Brad& of Hanover College and 
the University of Ottawa, she is the 
author of hvo books of poetry, Olhers 
(1972) and Inlemect (1974), and a critical 
biography, Suslrnno Moodie: Voice and 
YiFiDA (19’16). She is best known, 
howwe.r, for her detailed, insightful 
portrayal of middle-class North 
American ex&tence in her four novels, 
Small Ceremonies (1976). The Box 
Garden (1977). Happms~ance (1980), 
and A Fairly Convenlional Woman 
(1982). On a recent visit to Toronto she 
talked to Doris Cowan: 

Books la Canada: Ifound il inrms ing ) 
Ihat you write books in pubs. The Box 
Garden was. o companion IO Small 
Ceremonies, and Ihir new book - A 
Fairly Conventional Woman - is (I 
companion lo Happenstance. 
Carol Shields: I really didn’t intend to 
wrhe them that way. Even with The Box 
Garden, it just kind of came naturally. I 
had no intention of wiring acompanion 
to Happenslance. In fact it seemed like 
kind of a corny idea, and I was into 
something else, but I quit it and declded 
to do this. 1 guess 1 have a penchant for 
symmetry. It was very satisfying. 

1 did plan A F&y Convenlional 
Woman to have the same number of 
chapters as If~ppetMw~cz, with a lot of 
echoes between the two. And thestrange 
thing was - this was not planned - it 
turned out lo have the same number of 
pages as well, exactly the same. 
BlC: BuI they M indwendent books, 
too. You ddn’r ha!& io read one lo 
crdpreeillre the other. 
Shields: No. But I think the two together 
are more than the sum of their parts. I 
would hope so. 
BiC: You wfre about middle-class. well 

--- - - 
Shields: I guess so. 
Bii2 11 ma&s me think of someIhing 
Chekhov wrote. some advice lo (I young 
&i&v, lo rhc bt/ccr tha! unusucrl. 
atmme or criminal even&should be lt$ 
lo Ihe journalists. Would you agree with 
Ihal? 
ShieldE Well, if you look at the best- 

seller lists today you’ll find that most 
writers today believe the reverse of that 
to be true. I’d have to say that if these 
extraordinary. violent, or criminal 
events haven’t been a pan of your expa- 
ience it would be presumptuous to write 
about them. They haven’t been part of 
my experleoce. 

A rep from Bantam on~c said to me, 
“What I would like to see ln your next 
book.” - imw someone saying that 
- “is a murder.” Well, it’s laughable. 

’ If you lived in ap environment where 
you even knew people who knew people 
who’d been bwolved in a murder. . . but 
for me it’s more remote even than that. I 
feel a long way fmm extraordinary 
events. I think you can be inventive and 
perhaps imagine them, but whh what 
authenticity I’m not sure. What is 
yielded from what is called everyday life 
is extraordinary enough. 
BiC: N strikes me Ihm Ihe life you 
dmrihe in rhiz kul book. ils peace, iLr 
possibll1de.s for rq7eclion and rhough!. 
is its@f &raordbmry when you look crl 
Ihe rest of the world. 
Shlddr: You know. when MU a&d me 

bout writing ab&t middieclasr we: _._ _.-_-._----.--I__ 

uw!.~ 

._..._ _ 
educated people, I think for a minute I 
felt a Little defensive about it, because 
I’m in the habit df feeling defensive 
about it. All of those elements can have 
a pejorative side to them. 
BIG: I did& m&m it Ihat way. 
ShieldP: No, I know you didn’t. but all 
human relationships arc.compb%, and 
these are as complex as any other. and 1 
don’t feel that I need apologire for 
writing about those Undr of people. But 
I have. Especially the word suburban - 
now that does have pejorative echoes. 
Yet I’ve always lived in the suburbs of 



lyse cities and that b the terrain. 
Bit2 Did you gmw up in Scerbomugh 
like Judith and Charleen? 
Shleldr: I grew up in a suburb of 
Chicago. It wasn’t really like Snu- 
borough at alI. But I’ve been to Sear- 
borough. and I know what it is. 
Bit.2 Your view of I&? seems to be o 
serene one. You believe in good will and 
dereocy. 
Shields: I’m always surprised by how 
much decency there is around, really. 
And how little it’s reflected in cucnnl 
fiction. There’s a whole element of 
aoclety that’s just left out. I suppose it’s 
like the press writing about the one 
house that’s on tire . . . but why do we 
hear so much about the people who go 
under? There are so many survivors. 
Bit.? Would yoo cell your view of II&? 
classic mther than romantic? Mozert 
letber tban Wegner? 
Shields: You could say that it’s a reman- 
tic view to think that the most ordinary 
life is of interest. If so I have a romantic 
view. But I do have a hOrmr of melo- 
drama. I think writers feel forced into it, 
because we grow up with the idea that a 
novel has to have that moment of extra- 
ordinary climax - so events are forced 
in that dllection. 
BiC. And you find that emberressing to 
reed? 
Shields: Yes, I do, I cringe. Yet I admire 
writers who do move me emotionally. I 
would like to do that better - but not at 
the price of the embarrassment. 

But I do teaat to move out of what I 
have been wIting. I’ve been caught in a 
conventional form, and I want to move 
outside that. In fact I’m going to move 
outside it. I’ll still deal with the range of 
experience I feel comfortable with, but 
as far as form goes I feel much more 
open about it. I real& new how big and 
roomy a novel can be. You can go in 
other dlrectioas than I felt I could. I’m 
well into a new novel now that is quite a 
different kind of thing. 
BlC: You write very mrt+lty. By that I 
meen that from word to word IO word, 
you con see :hat cete bee been taken. 
Shields: Every sentence matters to me. I 
think that comes fmm writing poetry. 
Every sentence has to have its own 
balance. I do write carefully. And 
language ls what starts it alI. There was a 
review of Happenstance that said some 
thing like “her love of language gets in 
the way of the story,” and I read that 
with pleasure. I hope it doer. The Ian- 
guage is first for me. 
Bit2 Do you rewrite e lot? 
Shields: A lot. The first chapter of 
Heppenfooce was especially difficult. I 
must have witten it 30 or 40 times. But 
10 or 12 rewrites is nothing. 1 love to 
rewire. That’s where the pleasure is for 
me. The first draft is really hard 2 

harder work than 1 want to do. When 
you rewrite I suppose you fall in love 
with your own prose in a way. but I love 
to feel it’s getting a shape to it. 

I know some writers who’ll do a whole 
draft right through. I couldn’t. I do a 
couple of pages, keep rewriting until I’m 
happy with them, then db the next two. 
It reminds me of a watch, a Swiss watch. 
I want all the parts to go around each 
other just right. Though I think you do 
sawlflce something going the slow mute 
. . . a certain momentum. 
BiC: The women in your books ore all 
mothers and all 4f them take pert in 
stgnifmmt activities, work. outside the 
home. Yet tkey ore women who o 
genemtion ago would probebly baw 
stayed et home. Do you :hink we ore 
witnessing e reel change in womeo’s 
liver. e permanent change? 
Shields: Oh, I think so. We cen’t go 
back to innocen&. You know, a radio 
interviewer asked me an interesting 
question about Brenda, the central char- 
ester in A Fairly Conveotionol Woman. 
He asked what it was like for her to go to 
the convention and see “the real 
world.” I interrupted, because the real 
world is also in the kitchen. I don’t think 
the wcanen who stayed home and were 

housewives were hiding from the real 
world, they were part of it. There’s a 
tendency on the part of reviewers to put 
in terms of minor writing anything that 
takes place in a domestic setting, but 
those women have a complex life, that 
has a place too. AU my chnacters do, as 
you say, have other occupations, but 
you can smell the washing machines 
behind the art or the writing. 
BIG: What mode you decide thot you 
wonted to become o writer - heredity, 
cnvimnment. were you modelling your- 
self on. somebody, rebelling egaimt 
eomething? 
Shields: Well, I was always a bookllh 
child. Rebellion. no. I was never 
rebellious. There were lots of public 
libraries: my mother was a schoolteacher 
. . . no writers in the family. It came out 
of language. You know those old Dick 
and Jane reading books? They’re 
castigated now, for stereotyping, and all 
of those things. But I lewd them. They 
were the key that unlocked thieode. For 
people who grow up to be writers, I 
think learning to read ls the central 
mystical experience of childhood. It was 
a gemdne revelation to me. I think I’m a 
titer because I’m a reader and always 
was. 0 

PAPERBACKS 
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Norman Levine portrays a ‘Canada that 
causes a sinking feeling of recognition: this is 

what we came from, this is what we are 

By’ANNE CO&LINi!3 

ALL t KNEW ABOW .Norman Levine 
before I sat down with these four books 
was that he was a Canadll writer who 

Second World War la &der to-be able to 
write. He had a long hard straggle, then 
recognition of a heady kind in Europe 
(Heinrich B6U translated him into 
German). Thea in the last half of the 
19708, along with Mavis Gallant and 
other exiles of the 1940s and ’50s. his 
work, at least, was welcomed home, 
though still the question was asked - 
who did he think he was to abandon 
Canada (subtext: no committed Cana- 
dian writer should have). 

Well, Levine has spent most of his 
writing career answering that que$lon 
- the most important thlhing about him 
as an artist is that he left. From bits and 
pieces of the 15 stories in I Don’t Want 

to Know Anyone Too Well (tint 
published in 1971, now reprinted by 
Deaeau in paperback; S9.95). a story 
about a wita emerges, a story hvlne 
has told over and over again. The writer 
was raised la Lower Town in Ottawa, on 
a street of Jewish rag and fruit pedlars, 
immigrants fmm l$rope whwstayed 
bottIed up in thdr strangeness agelast 
the cold, boredom, and indifference of 
the new place. The boy escaped Lower 
Town into the air force, picked up a Iit- 
tie gleam and polish at an officer 
finishing school in Quebec City, and 
then was sent to England. England dur- 
ing the WBT was his golden time. The 
class assumptions of the Er&b - an 
oft&r therefore a gentleman - allowed 
the poor Jewish oflicer to forget his 
background, in fact to invent any past 
he cared to. The war ended and he was 



sent home. This lime he escaped to 
McGill; he spent three years there, and 
fell in love with an English girl. “I 
graduated that summer and set out for 
London. With my S5.000 fellowship: the 
English girl; the manuscript of my 
novel...“- a world to cmq”w and 
one to forget. The writer finished that 
first novel, and married a” English gIr1 
(not the original one). hot the thins that 
gnawed at him was that he ended up 
strand&J in a small seaside town in Corn- 
wail, as deadtingly pmvincial as any 
backwater left behind in Canada, 
grounded on poverty and the obtrusive 
psychic landscape of exile - the cons- 
tant memories of home. 

I then read a novel, From a Seas& 
Town (1970), another book of short 
stories, Thin Ice (1980). and Levine’s 
autobiographiial account of a trip of 
reckoning he made across Canada in the 
1950s called. Canada Made Me. which 
wasn’t published here until I979 (aU xc 
available in paperback fmm Dcncau 
Publishers). There was 110 distinction 
that could be made between the ficlional 
writer described above and Norma” 
Levine. Embedded in the autobiography 
- almost word for word - were whole 
hunks that wcrc turned later into short 
stories. In Canada Afade Me, Levine 
woteofsEhangc~himaftcrthewar: 

One rdll dung to a morality bat whhout 
tie fcilh that NM it. . . . All tbar wan 
left was the personal. “Life is then all 
Ihc time. Bm a ma” eacno~ get ct 'it 
wept through himself.” Nothing il 
seemed could be had secondhand. One 
was condcmncd tc feed on personal 
experience. 

For Levine, writing is telling the truth 
about the one certain thing - what has 

happened, or not happened. to him. 
From (I Seaside Town is one of the 

best novels ever written about a writer at 
a dead end. Joseph Grand has no 
money, except for odd bits from travel 
pieces, and certainly never enough to 
move away fmm the cheap cottage in the 
place where for a summer of possibilitim 
he was happy. Now the seaside town is 
grcy and deserted and wintcry; his wire 
and children arc too dose through rhin 
walls. and the town’s off-season is&- 
tion causm e&h perso” to feed on self 
because there is no other choice. Grand 
ends up writing “cenfessionr” because 
there is nothing else to write. The effect 
is voyeuristic, like being let into a room 
where things you don’t want to know 
about are happe”ing..He plunks at the 
typewriter so his wi’fe will think he’s 
busy, gets bored and carrim her off to 
bed in the afternoon, then sneakj back 
to his work room to write about it. He 
lies and cadges money and mouths false 
reas.wrances about the future. The book 
is revealing but claustrophobic: for 
L.evine it must have been like describing 
the bars of a cage from the inside. 

As a titer Levine has paid the price 
of his choice - all he has got is himself. 
I” one story, “Class of 1949.” the wlilcr 
is visited by Victor, a rich boy fmm 
McGill who had also wanted to be a 
novelist but has chosen a dilettante’s life 
of travc& After Victor leaves, the writer 
in his seaside town retlccts that when he 
travels it is only back to Canada: “I 
deliberately remain uninvolved with 
things hen because I don3 want to lose. 
the past - to put too many layers 
between.” The farther he gets fmm the 
moment of wile the less he has to write 
about. And indeed, in Levine’s more 
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l3ooKnKm I 
BEYOND SURVIVAL 

Second thoughts on a nationalistic approach 
to Canadian literary criticism 

by Pm1 Sl~ewe 
* 

Audrey Thomas on a new novel by Anne Hebut 

I.M. Owen on Josef Skvorecky 

Reviews of books by Margaret Atwood and 
John Fowles, an interview with 

Donald Kingsbury. and much, muoh more 

recent short stories (eolIccted in Thin 
Ice) he writm about ‘being a successful 
fiction writer asked back to Canada for 
readings and terms cs writer-in- 
residence, but constantly segoes from 
the successful present to Ihe moment of 
exile with lines like, thii: “it brought 
back a time 24l years ago when we all 
came over . . . . ” The language of the 
stories is almost chatty - a far cry from 
a prose style that said a lot by just saying 
enough. The successful writet is also 
prey to occasional trmnped-up profun- 
ditics that didn’t exist in the earlier 
Levine. As in the title story. in which the 
f&cd writer-in-residence gets stranded in 
a Maritime snowstorm long enough to 
m” out of money and feel poor and 
unknown again. When he finally maker . 
it home, he must dress and go off to a 
formal dinner: 

I lo&cd at Ihe others. They wcrcyoung. 
attmctive, well-fed. well4rcw.d. Hew 
seccrc they all appeared. And how cer- 
tain their world. 

But ou~ldc I c&d see the mow. the 
cold, Lhe acrer of emptiness thal lay 
frozen all around. 

Norman Levine succeeded “cry well at 
toyE: ‘$2 sueem stems harder 

I read Cmadu Made Me last. In it is 
everything that shows Levine’s stature as 
an artist. Every theme that has obscrrcd 
hi is masterfully presented in this 
strange travelogue in which the writer 
does tell you whai hc sees out the win- 
dow, but fmm the position of knowing 
the landscape, the people; in his bones. 
A country where history is knocked 
down or built ova, or just doesn’t exist 
in vast strctchcs of uninhabited north- 
land: ‘1. . . the cppcarcnce outside is one 
of nothing impottant really h.appe&, 
of indifference, dullness, and boredom. 
And a sense of space, thal continually 
reduced the importance of the hums.” 
being. . . :’ where the coI!stant urge is 
to shed the past: 

And the sons and daughters moved 
away from Murray Street and began to 
ccvcr up Lhcir trccks. They changed 
their names. T&y charmed. They imi- 
mled. Lower Town was failure. Tbdr 
parents were failures. And tbcir own 
mcccss was doomed by the reminder of 
lallcrc that tbcy GwIed with them. 
In Canada Made Me Levine brought 

hi personal failure with him for the ride 
- ho escape possible into the material 
world. He travelled across the country 

do&s ~o”id”~i open and radiitom were 
too hot, listening to streams of 
Saturday-night me” barfq the pro- 
ceeds of their pay-cheques into the toilet 
aftex cde.braGng the weekend in the 
beer-parlow.’ Levine’s is a portrait of 

who felt compell~ to but the 



\ 
book still causes a tilting feeling of 
recognition - this is what we can10 
from; this is a large part of what we still 
aI=. 

Norman Levine is a major Canadian 
writer whose work sparks many insights 
and recognitions in Lhe reader. Yet I’m 
left vtith the sense that the posture that 
made the work possible - exile in a 
seaside town, a focus on the past and 

Canada - has slightly undermined him. 
Levine came back to Canada to live in 
November of 1979; tboigb he still 
spends sumnws in Cornwall. And he is 
presently working on a novel based o” 
the past three years. The exile c&es 
home. There should be thematic tieh”ers 
and irony and dislocation enough in that 
condition to sel the particidar and per- 
sonal wheel of his fiction turning. 0 

THE BROWSER 

Revisionist writing: from a mischievous 
anti-communist smear to the radikal cultural 

conscio.usness of Antony and Cleopatra 

By MORRIS WOLFE 
, 

I’M TROUBLED BY the treabnent of John 
Grierson in The Courenko Tm”scrlpts, 
edited by Robert Bolhwell and J.L. 
Gnnatsteln (Deneau, 352 pages, $14.95 
oaoer). The excemt from Grierson’s 
kh&y repmdu& by Bothwell and 
‘Granatstel” seems mischievous (on their 
part) rather than conclusive of anything. 
It’s sumrisina. therefore. to find Robert 
Palford using that b&f excerpt to 
further smear Grlerson’s name. “IMO- 
cenf or not.” Pulford comments in 
Saturday Night, “Grierson was shrewd 
enough Lo know when it was officially 

iti was the wrong year.” I” a receni 
intervieVz, Harry Boyle slated that in the 
1940s he and other CBC executlw made 
sure fbal social issues from “health 
insurance to co-operatives” were 
discussed publicly. “We weren’t 
ideological in the sense of proposing one 
particular kind of a state, but we wanted 
the CBC to be in the forrfronr; to be the 
nadonal insritutlo” that could discuss 
these issues.” That was also the view 
John Grierson took over at the National 
Film Board. Does fhat make Harry 
Boyle and his colleagues “lcftitts” top 
- i.e., “communistically &l&d.” as 
the Kellock-Taschereau Commission put 
ir? Bothwell and Gmnatstein’s treatment 
of Grlerson make-s me mistrusrful of 
their editing of the rest of this book. 

PEP”E BERTON’s Why We ,Act Like 
Ca”adla”o (McClelland & St&a& I13 
pages, $10.00 cloth) has been much 
maligned. Mosrly what’s wmng with tbe 
book is thar it’s overpriced and over- 
packaged. Its contents, however, do 
provide a useful overvlev/ of the differ- 

ences between Canadian and Aqxticen 
culture - differences that most Cana- 
dians are ignorant of. M&3 would have 
bee” wise to publish this book as a 
quality paperback at 34.95, say. 

SEVHR.U YEARS AOO M&S made a 
similar error when il over-packaged 
Robert M. Hamilton and Doiothy 
Shields’s excellent Dictionary of Caaa- 
dbm Q”olations end Phmres. Although 
that volume contains perhaps one-tenth 
of such material as the l3tq@edia oJ 
Mustc In tinada, R’s a bllr book. I’m 
glad’to report, however, that Hamilton 
and Shields is now available in a 
modestly priced ($24.95) and modestly 

packaged format - about the size of 
BartletVsFomi&w Quotations. I fmd the 
I-Iamllton and Shields more useful and 
less idiosyncratic than Colombo’s Cona- 
dim Quotations. 

Scholars and Dollars: Polilics, 
Eeooomies. and the U”lversRIes of 
Onlario 3945-1980. by Paul Axebud 
(Uniwrsity of Toronto Pre.w. 270 pages, 
$35.00 cloth, $13.95 paper), doesn’t tell 
us much we do”? know. But it does 
caref”lly document a” important story 
- the rise and fall of higher education 

+ a major growth industry du& the 
past 35 years. The real question is: what 
happens next? Meanwhile, students have 
become increasingly, competitive and 
career-conscious. Bud faculty are 
cynical. Ideas are discussed inside the 
classroom but have little orno relevance 
outside it. 

lrg APPR0FwAlE. I suppose. that a 
country t&at chooses to keep on re- 
elecdng a smartass as prime minister 
should also have as its favourite political 
cohmmisr a s”+w like Allen Fotber- 
-ham. “Somecme, God knows, hss to 
save the country,” he declares l” the 
flit sentence of hll Iah% book, Mallce 
in Blanderland (Key Porter Books, 223 
pages, SM.95 cloth). And implick in 
every line that follows is the arrumptio” 
that if only Fotherlngham or someone 
like bb” were l” charge, everything 
would be terrific. If you llkc Fother- 
logham, you’ll undoubtedly like this 
book. Bul if, as I do, you prefer the 
pIoddi”g style and supelior blsiira of a 
Douglas Fisher, you may well want lo 
pass on this one. 

Canrdla” Preelanee Wdten: Chameter- 
istles and Issues by Brian Hanisw (101 
pages) is available without charge from 
Information Services, Department of 
Communicarions, 300 Slat& Street, 
Ottawa KIA OCX. The study contains no 
real sorprlsesz half of the full%me free 
lancers earned less than $7,000 bll978: 
many freelancers supported their writing 
habit by doing something else - 
tig, for example; male freelancers 
earned considerably more than female 
freelancers, etc. The Applebert report. 
of course, is goins to change all tit. 

0ga~t.1~ CLARK’S lbfo”treek The New 
CR6 (MzClelland & Stewart, 243 pages. 
519.95 cloth) is a fascinating look at.8 
city that the rest of the country has come 
to believe is in decline. Clark’s portrait is 
based on inlervlews with some ZOO 
Montrealerr. including such diverse 
individuals as Rene L&esque, Mordecal 
Rlcbler, Paul Deunarais, and Ken 
Dryde”. “Montreal.” Clark argues, “is 
not a decayi- city. It is a reshaped city 
. . . dominated by a fmh wave of 
ptench rathex’ th& English Cmmdlens. 
This is a . . . developmmt thahal should be 
regarded in the afftiatlve sense. . . . 
Even such a cwtentious measure as Bill 
101 . . . can be looked 011 as a challeog- 
ti evolution that mow most of the 
emolicmal appeal of sepamtlun.” 

DIgntmunoN AND promotion being 
wbal they are among small presses, all 
too few readers are aware of the fa 
se&s of conneckd novellas by Abraham 
Ram that Golden Dog Press (15 Os&g- 
ton Avenue, Ottawa KlS 3B3) has 



published over 4he past several years. 
The Noise of Sit&g appeared in 1975 
and Dark of Caves in 1977. A third 
“ovella. Omx in Woods (I43 pages), 
“ow has appeared. Ram reminds me of 
Richler. He’s .frequently as funny. 
Someone in Once In Woods, for exam- 
ple, is writing a modern left-wing version 

of Shakespeare’s Antony and CkoPatm 
“in which two working-class swat-shop 
Jewish immigrants [Abie and Clara] . . . 
play out their grand passion to a mighty 
chorus of Singer sewing machines.” 
And like Richler, Ram’s parts (you’ll 
excuse the expression) are superior to the 
whole. 0 

FILM 

Metre readings: Ron Mann’s celluloid 
anthology is a sweeping, but commercially 

safe, celebration of poetry 

By STEW.?IV SMITH 

tam Tkm BEOtNrmO of Poelry in 
Motion, anti-narrator Charles Bukowskl 
says that poetry “hasn’t shown any guts. 
It hasn’t shown any dance, any moxy.” 
In his film Ron Ma”” sets out to prove 
Bukwski wrong. 

Mann, a young independent film- 
maker, has a penchant for penetm~ 
areas that past cineastes have been an- 
willing to explore. With the .wccess of 
his jazz fdm ImuSine the Sound behind 
him, he has turned his attention to 
poetry, with a slant toward the most 
oral, and most perfonnance&ented 
aspects of that art. His stance is one that 
might not be supported by more 
academic practitioners. Film requires 
drama and movanent. the very moay 
and dance that Bukowski. with a bit of 
self-mockery, claims poetry lacks. 

Mann has cleverly imposed Bukowski 
as the linking nwchaniun that threads 
through perfomunces by 26 other poets, 
includina Americans AIkn Glnsbera, 
Gary Snyder. and John Giorno (who% 
also the film’s associate oroduca), and 
Canadians Christopher bewdG~ and 
Michael Ondaatje. These and others 
flesh out a celluloid anthology that 
celebrates poetry as an energized form, 
a” expresslo” of the voice and tbc body. 

A second linking elunpt is the theme 
of sound. For the most part, the poets 
presented either use sound dramatically 
or talk about it. (Included arc brief com- 
ments by the poets on individual 
appmaehep to their craft.) John Cage, 
for example, says with respect to 
Thoreau that “the sounds we notice are 
merely bubbl*i on the surface of 
silence.” 

Poehy in Modon has the strengths 
and wveaknesscs of any antholopy. A 
sampling of many poets ca” whet the 

appetite for more, while the full scope of 
one poet’s work cannot be see”. and. Of 
course, the selection process means that 
more poets are left out than are 
included. Mann takes a sweep rather 
than a stand on the frontier of poetry. 
This allows him a broad definilio” and 
the opportunity to appear daring 
without becoming too venturesome in 
poetic or commercial terms. 

Poets whb aggressively empliaske per- 
formance include John Giorno. with his 
repeated bits of street wisdom; Anne 
Waldeman, with her energetic tribute to 
“empty space’.; and Kenward Bnwlii, 
whose country and western parody is 
accompanied by ghetto blaster. Poets 
who are unquestionably good, but who 
read la the traditional fashion, imhxle 
Ted Bert@, Willlam Burroughs, and 
Robert t&.&y. These three seem to 

tilm’s linking themes. I winder if their 
pre$mce has somethl”g to do with the 
commercial aspects of thdr reputations. 

Performers fmm both ends of’ the 
spectrum provide the film’s highest 
moments. Amiri (LeRoi Jones) Baraka’s 
poem for recentti deceased “black 
cultural workers” Bob Marky and Larry 
NC&. with live, fanky baclwp o” 
drumdtid saxophone, is moving and 
well integrated. Christopher Dewdney’s 
reading of ids sckntltic and sensual 
imagery. carried in one unedited five 
minute shot, is captlvatJng. Ed Sanders’s 

he &corn&es hlmrelf on fmger‘syn- 
thcslzer, is a sensitive and beautiful mo- 
meat. The non-semantic wnic explosion 
by the Four Horwnen is challewzine. 
I&I tinally (and he is the last to api&) 
Miguel Alagarfi prwnts a delicate tonal 
mode derived from his native heritage. 

! Cinematically the film is excellent. 
Effcctlvely set, lit, and shot, the per- 

Shooting with multiple cameras has 
allowed Mann and editor Peter Win- 
tdnick visual variety. The editing is 
tasteful, fluid, and ofte” bcawifully 
unhurried, and the sound reproduction 
ls superb. SOme visual moments that 
stand out include the first view of An&i 
Baraka in the whitened, slatted set we 
will eventually see much more of; Tom 
Waits in dappled shadows and sil- 
houefte; and Ted Be&in in a” infinity 
of mirrors. 

Poetrj in Motion is fine. bui not 
perfect. Even documentaries must 

build to something - hut yann’s film 
starts high, mlls high for a” hour, then 
drops off with a tblrd of the film stilI to 
go. To my mind, the weakest performers 
come “ear the end. Jayne Cork-z does 
not fuse with her accompanying frw 
jazz players. Dine di Prima’s slide show 
and live piano acmmmmiment for a 
pot about light is pa&lnIess, boring. 
Ntozake Shanae, backed bv two dancers 
and a contra$al piano; doesn’t live 
up to potential. and her verbal message 
is more polemic than poetic. Allm 
Ginsberg, looking like an impish 
banker, raging in front of a rock band, 
comes off a bit silly, but is admittedly 
differat. 

Rndi”g.the film - or at least beginn- 
ing the ending - witb Jim Carroll (the 
first three end uolnts) made no se”sc to 
me. The camera pa& (A la Godard) the 

&eluding the director, 
Carroll reading, and appearing about to 
sdfdestruct. The piece he reads does 

punctu@io” h&e. (Better-at this point 
would have been the Horsemen or 
Michael McClure.) Next Bukowski pro- 
vides a gtuftly charming goodnight, and 
Miguel Alagarin chants beautifully over 
the credits. 

Poetry in Mo:ion provides a more 
stimulating introduction to contem- 
porary Nofth American poetry than 
most high-school English curricula. For 
this reason, the Wm will doubtless have 
an impact on ihe secondary market, in 
educaiional broadcasts and distribution 
on high-school and university circuits, 
where some of its appeal will lie in the 
artists’ engaging eccentriclly: Mann 
recalls a private screening he gave to a 
CBC executive, who “tinished watching 
it, looked at the screza. at me, at the 
scxe” agal”, then looked at me and 
said, ‘Ron. all these peopk should be in 
a mad house.“’ 

From that moment, says Mann, “1 
knew I was doing the right thing.” 0 



SMALL PRESSES 

More than just books, eight ney 
poetry collections from the West are 

visual works of art 

By ROBERT KROETSCH 

BOTH THE EYE and the mind are well 
served by Longspoon Press; ind&d. the 
star of this year’s list from Edmonton’s 
booming poetry press is not so much one 
book in particular as it is Jorge Fmscara, 
the designer of alI eight. Frascara, who 
troches design at the University of 
Alberta. first of all creates a page that 
gives the poem to the reader. He creates 
around the text a book that is at once a 
book for reading and an object of 
precise yet sensuous delight. 

Wrltiog Bighl: Poetry by Canadian 
Women, edited by Douglas Barbour ahd 
Marni L. Stanley (192 pages, $10.00 
paper), in fact contains, whh the poems 
of 16 poets, the work of eight visual 
artists. That work. by artists as different 
as Lyndal Osborne and Liz Ingram- 
Gagnon, Karen Dugas and Margaret 
May. states its own validity, yet con- 
tributes surprise. contrast, confirma- 
tion. kinds of illumination, in the course 
of the reading experience. 

This is perhaps the most exciting 
among the books of Longspoon’s fine 
crop. It includes enough work by each 
poet, ranging from long sequencea by 
Ann York and Gertrude Story to 
fragments (“piecework”) by Mary 
Howes and posthumously published 
first-draft notes by Lela Parlow. to 
allow the reader to participate in the 
heady pleasure of anthology-making. 
Erin Mour6’s “Seven Bail Poems” con- 
firms her standing as a poet of the exact 
mystery of our daily lives. Leona Gom 
continpes to grow into darkness, ;ha 
poems taking on a looming resonance of 
memory and place. Among the newer 
writers. Claire Harris and Anne Camp 
bell slyart books to come - Ha&let- 
ting the possibilities of prose into her 
poetry, Campbell pressing at the edges 
of self itself: 

Finally, Sharon These” and Daphne 
Marlatt conclude the antholowl by tak- 
iy on nothing less than paradise. 
These” continues her work as our poet 
of “the broken garden,” telling us expli- 
citly that 

A weird aurlerily prevulls 
ewn in rhe broken garden 

where the SW&=-facedpomies hlcwm 
mnong the weds. . . . 

Marlatt concludes the book magnifi- 
cently with her “Stages of Paradise, that 
pleasure park” and its concluding lines: 

ClwiIY& a 

Doug Beardsky, in Kishg the Body 
of My Lord (64 pages, S7.50 paper), 
writes a series of pomns presenting real 
and imagined episodes in the life of 
Marie Guyart, one of the five principal 
founders of New France, and quite pro- 
bably destined to become Canada’s first 
saint. The language of her 20,000 letters 
makes her. in Beard&y’s own words, 
co-author of the book. Beard&y lets the 
language speak itself; the book is “saint- 
like” in its refusal of both irony and 
“ego interference”; the reproductions 
of early prints reinforce a complex sense 
of both absence and presence. 

David McFadden, in Country of the 
open Heart (56 pages, $8.50 paper), 
continues his own wrestling with secular 
sainthood, his own long dram of 
paradise that keeps him tossing in bed. 
His comic agony (@on: agonjstes) finds 
proclamation in his titles: “The 
Diiovery of Paradise Was Billed,” “A 
Dog is Barking in the Garden of Eden.” 
McFadden speaks always the abutdance 
of language. a refusal of its categories of 
discourse, and the result is a conthwing 
series of pouns_ that baffle us into 
understanding. This book is part three 
of his series, The Kootenay Sonnfas. 

George Bowering, like David McFad- 
den, like Mary Howas, is a poet of 
reckless humour. a humour that 
disorders the world. His response to the 
incipient or repentant wsmologists is 
simply: 

there never was II pnmdise 

. . . 

Pamdise is only dimmed cells 
on the sides of (I few million bmins. 
Cmck to RO Hwperiidc you guyr 
Bmdiise died about the linre )w were 

And with&hat load off his mind, Bower- 

ing makes of Smoking Mirror (64 pages, 
$7.50 paper) a book of high lyric. He 
becomes the true lyric poet, the singer of 
bliss, a bliss that is at once sacred and 
profane, mocking and loving, foolish 
and wise. Smoking’ Mirror is a book 
rrom the poet Bowring swears he isn’t. 

Two poets, Cecelia Frey and Glenn 
Deer, speak for the rural-urban ago” in 
our ooetry. Deer, in Excuses for Archery 
(50 $ge< S7.OO-paper), is the grab-b& 
poet of city edaes. an Ezra Pound with a 
iew be& under his belt, and he 
acknowledges. if somewhat gmdg3&, 
a debt to Pound: 

The New’~Vusic dircrphner gigglesz 
it’s Kulcbur Nile, I commmui you 
don’t touch Iha dial, we know 
the Lqr3 we playing. 

The major poem in Dar’s collection is 
“Lou sucked flies, was Darwin’s idiot,” 
a pawn that subjects rural experience to 
a” urban sensibility, sentimental about 
its being unsentimental. 

Cecelia Frey, in The Least You Can 
Do Is Sing (52 pages, $7.00 paper), por- 
trays not so much the rural world 
b&ming urban as the rural world 
rsallina its shamanistic source. Hers is a 
world 07 transformations, of selves that 
interchange with’ selves, of people and 
landscape that become each other. In 
“Sand castles” she writes: 

There ir my s&r 
the one pouring sand through 
herjim hair 
Ihal 6 how IYT spent lime 
when the tide was out. . . 
John Nold. like Frey, is a poet of 

metamorphoses. Nold is a visual artist as 
well as a poet, and in his book. Awe (56 
pages, $7.50 paper). the world of 
humans and the world of nature 
become, visibly, one. Photographs and 
windows and dragonflies and cats are 
not caught in any binary of culture and 

nature. The world exchanges itself with. 
itself. The only rple is the subtle per- 
sistence of transformation: 

sap can be heard ascending 
and descendbig inside Pea 
(f your em is pressed 10 the trunk - 
the warmth qfour bodies seems abmxt 
upnwgmlr - 

a kingrisber dive /mm h-getop 
10 a sbzgle pool 
where #he ice has thawed rhmugh - 

Wilfred Watson’s Mass on Cowback 
(136 pages, $15.00 paper) is literally a 
book of goems and a book as a” art 



object. It too is a book of transf?rma- 
tions, with paradise as its implicit text. 
Frascera has printed the book on con- 
struction paper of five different and 
dramatic colours. The poems are taken 
from the fist 22 of the notebooks kept 
by Watson since June. 1980, approx- 
imately the date when he moved from 
tbe Prairies to Vancouver Island. The 
poems and drawings repreceot Watson’s 
immediate responsea to his environment 
and to the workings of his own mind, a 
tabulation not only of place and idea, 

but of sound and sight as ~8, for most 
. of the poems me written onto or against 

a number grid. The numbers function to 
arrest the eye, let the poem be heard. We 
hear Mqhall McLuhan speaking to 

. Diane Bessai, we hear Watson speaking 
a prayer to or against the long poem. 
And all this heresy and belief is organ- 
ized (fmm “Kyrie” to “Agnus De?‘) in 
terms of thb saying of the Mass. 

The editors of Longspoon have stop- 
ped playing ati-up. Watch out for 
their celestial~dust.’ 0 

FIRT N0VE.U 

Of mice and Mennonites: from picaresque 
adventures in 17tbcentury Canada to the last 

remaining virgin in Montreal 

By DOUGLAS HILL 

ONE OWCE et the prose of Isaac 
Quiring’s Strangled Roots (Detselig 
Enterprises, 186 pages, 58.95 paper) and 
you waot to hit the nearest tit. The 
book’s dreadfully written, and no editor 
seems to have helped the author in his 
straggles with syntax, rhythm, and 
grammar. The diiogoe is the most 
clumsily unnatural I’ve encountered 
lateely; as for interior monologue: 

“Oh well.” he mused, “it was not the 
only surprise he and his bmthcr had 
received since they had moved Inlo the 
ditrlct three years before. The biggest 
problem was in tryins to put together 
the apparen, religious and cultaral 
fervor pmjffled by the p$ople of the 
community and the double standard 
that operated pardcuIarly with regard to 
sexual Ihiogr.” 

(“Whew,” I mused.) 
But the thing has a certain rude gawky 

charm in spite of all the inadeqmcies. 
Set in Mennonite Alberta, it’s the story 
of teenaged Frank Tilitsky and hi con- 
siderable adolescent turmoil. The ingre 
dients in his stew are “Critical parents, 
reSgious frustration. and manlag~s 
forced by premarital sex.” The senior 
Ttitskys are “Christians” - bom- 
again, bigots by nature; most of the 
other families in Goose Lake take God 
less seriously. Prank is sensitive and 
responsible; he tries to take d%ec.tion 
from all the duiiands his society (and his 
girlfriend) impose. 

Quiring is in earnest about his story. 
and has the background to understand 
and colour the experiences he depicts 

and comments upon. The novel is 
tlavourful, even at times entertaining; it 
come.5 out of a” experience few of us 
shsre. More the pity, then, that it’s trip- 
pled by a shaky structure and incompa 
tent prose. I can’t imagine many readers 
- bides those who bear a Meonanite 
heritage - botberiog with Strcrngred 
Roofs after that Iirst glance. 

BY THE END of paragraph ode of Donna 
Steinberg’s I Lost It All in Montreal 
(Avon Books, 272 pages, 82.95 paper), I 
think I’m about to lose it. Two hundred 
pagep more of the narrator’s bright 
tiresome voice and my hearing will be 
gone. But soon that voice - it beloogs 
to Shayna Pearl Fine’(“the one and only 
certiliable twealy-three-year-old virgin 
in Hempstead. . . maybeeven Montreal 
. . . probably even the world”) - con- 
nects to such a manic rowdy eoergy I 
swendered to its buzz. 

The plot’s not much: Shayna is 
middle-class suburban Montxeal. B.A. 
McGill. an apprentice jouroalllt, almost 
engaged to Stanley (“an overweight, 
balding guy who has ail the personality 
and sex appeal of * piece of gefdte 
fish”), certain that There Must Be More 
To Life. Into her frustration roars a 
genuine dream lover - a bearded rock 
star on a motorcycle - to carry her 
away, deflower her, and - what else? - 
give hera dose ofidemltycrisis. All ends 
happily: wlsb-foullibnent topped with 
old-fashioned teen-novel sugar frosting. 

Steinberg’s wiling is professional if 
not particularly inspired. Thee are Yid- 

disblsms aplenty, Jewish parent jokes, 
Jewish pdncess jokes. Sample snappy 
dialogue: 

“Jaus Christ!” I rat bolt upright. 
“No, it’s just me. your mother. Sorry 

to disamoint YOU.” 

compensate f&tithe f&i fuesto&s 
- 

stxne or two. 
I Lost It has a lot of surface - it 

chums and boils - but little depth. 
Enjoyable. Froth. 

Baclng Tldss. by Martin Kevan (Stod- 
dart, 283 pages, 816.95 cloth), is an 
ambitious attempt at the pseudo- 
historical picaresque. Pmporting to be 
the long-lost journals of one Sodric do 
Gaelle (found and translated by one 
Martin Kevan), it details, with consider- 
able erudition and invention. an early 
I7th-centmy colonization of Canada’s 
Atlantic coast. Ambitious indeed. but 
surprisingly unfowsed and oninter- 
ding. 

Sodric is a potentially appwlbw fi* 
tiooal hew bright. naive, confosed. 
with features “that suit a p&y thief and 
gambler.” In debt and without a future 
in his native land, he signs on (claiming 
to be a seininarkm) with the company of 
the Sieor de Mont.% whose charter givea 
him excltive rights to most of Eastern 
Canada. The book follows their adven- 
tures, and simultaneously opens up 
Sodric’s ow* search for self, meaning, 
and religious principles (it’s a mixed 
expedition - Catholic sod Hugenot) 
and for the sw.ret of his pants’ 
mysterious life (they’re probably spim). 

Racia Tides is a compendium of 
political biitory, natural history, Indian 
loie and legend, folk t&e and bawdry, 
somery and parapsychological exper- 
ience. There are some funny scenw 
snme vitality is generated during 
Sod&z’s episodes of religious crisis. And 

there are eharaeters, Indiao and French, 
whose presence lingers, amuses. 

But the book pmceeds chiefly by 
diiussion, and to carry that off soup 
cessftdly it needs to find a wia or voices 
- a period prose style - to grab and 
occupy the wader’s attention. Too often 
Kevan’s dialogues and colloquies are 
tedious, hh humour predictable and 



ponderous. Plot, MO. is simply not cotn- 
pelling. The situation isn’t helped by 
occasional factual inconsistencies and 
typographical errors, and by characters 
who announce. “the savages an? not like 
we of Europe” (or later, “their demise 
has been caused by we of St. Malo”). 

For all its geography, l&an’s book 
offers little sense of place; for all its 
characters, little life but much talk. 
Racing Tides is adequate to its catcep- 
lion. but a disappointment. 0 

Sir: 
I realize that Albert Russo’s amusing 
account of the judBing of the Prix de 
I’Europe lField Notes. December) had 
more to do with the antics of Eugene 
lonesco than with the accomplishments 
of Alice Ptieau. Nevertheless, his 
dismissive reference to her as a writer 
“who had been born in Poland and who 
now lives in Quebec” is hardly adequate 
recoBtdtion. 

Alice Parizeau is not quite so 
unknown btside Quebec. The Lilm 
Bloom in iVamaw was her seventh 
novel. She is also a professor of 
criminology at the University of Mont- 
real and, incidentally, the wife of 
Quebec Finance Minister Jacques 
Parizeau. 

In ~vittning the award, she joins 
Gabtielle Roy, Antonine Maillet, and 
Anne Hebert (v/ho recently won the Prix 
Femina for Les Fous de Bman) as a 
writer whose influence extends beyond 
French Canada into the entire French- 
speaking world. 

All four. you might note, are women. 
Victoria Ellison 

Clandeboye, Ont. 

our mistake 

Sir: 
I was extremely distressed to discover 
that you had edited my letter 
(November) and had, quite arbitrarily 
and without consulting me, left out six 
names from the wmnen writers I men- 
tioned. These were: Margaret Atwood, 
Adele Wiseman. Marian Engel. Jane 
Rule. Audrey Thomas, and Mavis 
Gallant. These omissions distort the en- 

tire intention of niy letter and also make 
me look like an illiterate idiot. I realize 
you sontetimrr have to edit for length, 
but that was not wise editing. 

Margaret Laurence 
Lakefield, Ont. 

Edifor’s Nofe: Books In Canada regrets 
the omissions, which were not the result 

RICHARD IIt (:hen still Duke of 
Gloucester) has other things on his mind 
when he speaks those words at the begin- 
ning of &akupeares play. but C&I- 
sidering the condition of our countty 
these days, they seem just as appropriate 
this winter. Contestants are invited to 
provide their own commentary on tile 
state of the nation in poems, of any 
verse form, that begin with the line, 
“Now is the winter of our discontent.” 
(A question of going from bad to verse.) 
The prize is $25. Deadline: February 1. 
.4dams: CanWit No. 79, Books in 
Canada. 366 Adelaide Street East, 
Toronto M5A 3X9. 

Results of CauWit No. 77 
OUR BEQUEST for titles for sure-fire bat- 
sellers prompted a flood of cynicism, 
though many entrants made sttg_gestions 
more likely to .repel readers than to 
attract them. (As usual, most of these 
had to do with the behaviour of variotts 
politicians.) The winner is Dean Jobb of 
Halifax for the following best-seller list: 
0 Gag Me wirh a Spoon. Eh?: Bob and 

Doug McKm.zie’s Dicdonmy 01 V&y 
Girl Bfmg. Foreword by \Villam Salin 

0 Mn,-g,m~ Trudeau’s Workout Book 
0 “l’m Out 01 Work”and Other Ml Songs 

qfm%?, collected by Lloyd Axworlhy 
0 A Co&w Guide to Federal By4atkms. 

edked by Jim Courts and Peter Worthing- 
ton 

The Book Publishers 
Professional Association 1983 

Professional Development 
Workshops and Seminars 

-Want to be a Maxwell Perklnrl- 
The Bole of the Trade Editoi 

January 18.25: February I .B 
-Another Heidelberg. YOU ky7- 

VI&s to Four Pmduction HOUSE 
February 15.21; March I .g 

-Gather Your Sheets the Prefured Way 
Tbr Basin 01 Production to Atd b More 

Effective Bqing 
n;rarch 15.21.19: April 5 

-Artist of the Prlnted Page- 
Book Dnignen and Tbdr Important Role 

Febwry 17.24; March 3.10 

HistPry of the Book- 
March 17.14.3l;April7 

The 90 Minute Hour- 
Time Management for Evqune 

Janualy 10.27 

Ready-Set&Ill 

For further infomntlon contan: 
Dorothy MeRae (416) 7555672 
BmLn8ukre#RolarimdI 

If you have a child 
or know a child 
who can’t reed, won’t read 
or hates to read, 
this is the book I 
you’ve been waiting for. 

Thoughts 

- Ron Robinson, Winnipeg 
0 



0 The Prince and I. by Koo Sfark 
- M. Maureen Kiuoran, 

Hamilton, Ont. 

THE Fo‘Lm”IN0 Canadian hooks were 
reviewed in the previous issue of Books 
in Canudu. Our recommendat~onr don’t 
necessarily reflect the reviews: 

FICTION 
RuntinS in the Fmnlty, by Michael Ondaatie, 

McClelIand & Slewart. Ostensibly a 
reminiscence of his family life in Sri 
Lanka. Ondaalje’s nsrradve slips through 
a ne, of cateSo,ies: documenluyslida inu, 
fanmsy, prmc inlo poetry, and history. 
personal and otherwise, into mylh. 

NON-FICTION 
c,i,r: AR ln”ma,e Portmlt of ,he Liberal 

Party. by Christina McCall-Newman, 
Macmillan. In gmceful. sly. incisive pro.% 
McCall-Newman weaves a dramatic web of 
gossip, gamesmanship. and backrooni tales 
of how power is wielded in lhe surprtsin%Y 
pe,,y bii leagues of Canadian polidcs. 

POETRY I 
Wer, \Ylndow:The Selecled Poeliy otGw,ge 

Bawertng, General Publishing. Bowing’s 
s&c,ions - prose-poems. long poemS, 
and a handful of jdeces that have no, 
before appeared in book form - show a 
poe, rtill in prows. s,ill looking for the 
questions for whtch dx,e are no ralional 
anwers. exploring the space ,hat poelly 
tills. 

ROOK.‘G RECEIVED 



That’s why CBC publishes Radio Guide. 
It’s more than just a listing, it’s a magazine for 
oeoole who make radio part of their lives. It offers 
complete program information 
from classical, jazz and fo 
music to light entertainmen 
drama, news and current 
affairs. It’s also lively edi- 
torial and previews. In 
fact, Radio G 
the complete 
of CBC Radio 
Stereo. 

Enjoy it 
for a year for 
only $12. 

The only national guide to information 
and entertainment programming on CSC i 
Radio and CEC Stereo. I 
Box 320, Station A, Toronto, Ont M5W 254 1 
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THE NIEW 
CANrnIAN ;Eg$$s 

LIBMEY IrTS axdASSlrCS , 
Selected by the Canadian Classics Committee and proclaimed 
%xIispe.nsable for the appreciation of Canadian literature” 
these books have entertained and enlightened gene-rations 
of readers. Handsomely bound in newly illustrated covers, 
NCL Classics offer the very best of Canadian literature. 

, 

THE MOUNTAIN BAROMETER RISING 
AND THE VALLEY HUGH MacLENNAN 

ERNEST BUCKLER Set in Halifax, MacLannan’s 

;; ;;ya;;ry~;a;~m~~ 

__“.-_I first novel brings home the an- 
-Y--I 

guish of the First World War in a 

writer; this is Buckler’s first 
novel, critically acclaimed for 
its vivid portrait of life in the 
Annapolis valley prior to the 
Second World War. 

$4.95 pa. 

story of betrayal and ratribu- 
tion. 

$4.95 pa. 

SUCH IS MY BELOVED 
MORLEY CALLAGHAN 

A novel of the Thirties, which 
tells the story of Father Stephen 
Dowling, a priest obsessed with 
the redemption of two hard- 
ened prostitutes. 

$3.95 pa. 

AS FOR ME 
AND MY fiOUSE 
SINCLAIR ROBS 

A drought- and depression-rid- 
den town is the backdrop for 
this moving narrative about a 
disenchanted clergyman and 
his loving, but alienated wife. 

$3.95 pa. 

THE STONE ANGEL 
MARGARET LAURENCE 

Hagar Shipley is perhaps 
Laurence’s best-known hero- 
ine, a bold and determined 
woman who fights her family’s 
decision to place her in a nurs- 
ing home. 

$3.95 pa. 

SWAMP ANGEL 
ETHEL WILSON 

Maggie Vardoa, living in Van- 
couver, leaves her husband and 
starts a new life as a cook in 
a fishing lodge in the interior of 
British Columbia. 

$3.95 pa. 

Ethel L-l Wlm -- 

McClelland and Stewart 
The Canadian Publishers 
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